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EDITORIAL

Editors’ welcome
Sameer Bhat, Nicky Dunn

Introduction
Kia ora and welcome to Issue 33 of Te Hautaka o ngā Akongā Rongoā, or the New Zealand Medical Student Journal (NZMSJ). This issue
of the NZMSJ is themed “Collaboration in Healthcare”, a topic which
is increasingly being recognised as integral to the advancement of clinical practice through high-quality research. Notable discoveries such
as insulin, heparin, and the sinoatrial node by medical students would
not have been possible without extensive inter- and intra-disciplinary
collaboration.1 The motivation behind this issue theme is reinforced
by the recent increase in volume and calibre of research conducted
entirely by medical students, together with the numerous demonstrated benefits of collaborative research involving scientists and
clinicians from a variety of backgrounds.2,3 This includes minimising
research output waste and increasing the overall quality of research
produced.2,3 We are incredibly privileged to feature high-quality and
stimulating articles exemplifying the results of collaboration in health
and research, which are all authored by medical students, clinicians
and/or renowned academics from Aotearoa New Zealand (NZ).

and provide proactive and practical approaches and steps clinicians
can take to both screen for interpersonal violence and sexual assault
among patients and offer options for appropriate crisis support services which may be available.
This issue also includes an outstanding array of original research
articles, case reports, and academic essays authored by medical students and clinicians. Avneet Singh et al. audited the rates of adherence to oral metformin among Pacific Islander patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus at a Pacific-focused General Practice centre within
NZ. Hannah Miles et al. evaluated the efficacy of Virtual First Special Appointments (VFSA) on specialist neurology services at Nelson
Hospital when face-to-face consultations may not always be feasible,
such as in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Natasha Mitchell et al. assessed whether smartphone applications may be useful in
monitoring self-reported disease activity and progression in patients
with inflammatory bowel disease, which may aid in patient-centred
discussions in the outpatient setting. Sita Clark et al. reported on a
rare case of hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia in a patient without
diabetes mellitus presenting with abnormal autonomic and neurological symptoms. Chaolan Zheng and Dr Oliver Dugena present a case
of ocular myasthenia gravis following treatment with Pembrolizumab
for metastatic melanoma. Christopher Mayo provides a thought-provoking argument against the criminalisation of illicit substances in NZ
through an academic essay which was the recipient of Population
Health Intensive (PHI) Academic Essay Prize (The University of Auckland) in 2021. Gisela Kristono explored the epidemiology of acute myocardial infarction (i.e., heart attacks), including a discussion regarding
the underlying health determinants, elegantly paving the direction and
focus for future research and health interventions.
We are also incredibly appreciative of Dr Claire Cameron and colleagues from the Biostatistics Centre (University of Otago) for their
regular contribution with a statistics primer, which in this issue, focuses on the importance of understanding and correct interpretation of
confidence intervals in health research.

A brief overview of articles within this issue
Issue 33 opens with an incredibly inspiring editorial by Sir Richard Faull, who shares his exciting journey in brain research in NZ. In
this editorial, Sir Faull recounts his life in medicine and brain research,
which spans over four decades, and whose efforts have eventually
culminated in the establishment of the Centre for Brain Research
(CBR) flagship. The CBR is internationally recognised as a world-leading multi-disciplinary collaborative research centre, consisting of over
80 brain research groups (including approximately 450 researchers),
over 40 clinicians, and more than 30 community organisations as of
2021. Above all, Sir Faull emphasises that collaboration, both within
and across disciplines, is vital to succeeding in research, healthcare,
and life. We are very grateful for the invaluable contribution Sir Faull
has made to Issue 33 of the NZMSJ.
We are fortunate to feature an invited feature article by Chris
Varghese on behalf of the Surgical Trainee, Audit, and Trials Aotearoa (STRATA) Collaborative, which is directly relevant to the theme Acknowledgements and concluding remarks
The Editorial Board would like to acknowledge the Universities of
of this issue. In this article, the STRATA Collaborative committee
highlight what collaborative research entails, how the collaborative Auckland and Otago for their invaluable academic and financial supresearch model is currently being implemented within NZ, and why port in allowing the journal to grow. We wish to thank the Medical
medical students, and especially those who are interested in surgery, Assurance Society (MAS), Royal Australian and New Zealand College
of Psychiatrists (RANZCP), New Zealand Dermatology Society Inshould get involved.
In addition, and following on from our previous issue, we are corporated (NZDSI), Auckland Radiology Group, Specialty Trainees
proud to share two further “Clinical Pearls”. Dr Benjamin Gladwin of New Zealand (SToNZ), and the Goodfellow Unit for their generdiscusses the pathophysiology and management of diabetic ketoacido- osity in funding many of our initiatives this year. We are indebted to
sis and hyperosmolar hyperglycaemic state in the context of a patient Catherine’s Creations, Medisave, Medshop, and the Royal Australasian
with severe metabolic derangement who developed a rare complica- College of Surgeons (RACS) for sponsoring our monthly Researcher
tion in the intensive care unit (ICU) setting. Dr Anne Laking and Dr Spotlight prize, and to the Royal Australian and New Zealand College
Isabelle Duck explore the impact of sexual violence and assault in NZ, of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RANZCOG) for their sponsor-
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ship over our RANZCOG Blog Post Award, which will be awarded to
the student with the best recognised blog post published on our blog
this year. We are also incredibly grateful to the New Zealand Medical Journal (NZMJ) and especially its Editor-in-Chief, Professor Frank
Frizelle, for his ongoing financial assistance with our annual Verrall
Award, which is awarded to author(s) of the best academic research
article published within either of our issues this year, and will be announced in the coming months. Not least of all, support from the
New Zealand Medical Students’ Association (NZMSA), together with
continued guidance and advice from our vastly experienced Advisory
Board members has been critical to our progress this year and within
this issue, and we are very thankful for your ongoing assistance. In
closing, authors would like to express their gratitude toward Editorial
and Commercial Boards, as well as our student and expert peer reviewers, who are often working tirelessly behind the scenes to enable
publication of this issue in a timely manner.
We hope our readers will enjoy the breadth of stimulating academic and theme-related articles featured in Issue 33. We would
especially like to congratulate all contributing authors, and encourage
all of our readers to submit their work to the NZMSJ in the future.
Ko te ara tere ki angitū, ko te ara mātao, ko te ara tika ki angitū, ko
te ara mahana (“if you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far,
go together”).
References
1. Stringer MD, Ahmadi O. Famous discoveries by medical students.
ANZ J Surg. 2009 Dec;79(12):901–8.
2. Ahmed W-U-R, Mills E, Khaw RA, McLean KA, Glasbey JC. Collaborative student
research efforts provide a solution to research wastage. BMJ. 2019 Mar 8;364:l795.
3. Emmons KM, Viswanath K, Colditz GA. The role of transdisciplinary collaboration in
translating and disseminating health research: lessons learned and exemplars of success.
Am J Prev Med. 2008 Aug;35(2 Suppl):S204–10.
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INVITED EDITORIAL

My wonderful, exciting, and
serendipitous journey in brain
research, culminating in the
establishment of the Centre for Brain
Research — A dream come true!
Richard L.M. Faull
I am the fifth generation descendent of a Taranaki pioneer family who
immigrated from Plymouth, England, to New Zealand (NZ) on the
first immigrant boat (“The William Bryan”) to New Plymouth in 1941.
On my Māori side, we proudly whakapapa to Te Āti Awa, Ngāti Rāhiri.
Together with my four brothers, I had the great fortune and privilege of growing up in the late 1940s through to the 1960s in rural
Taranaki — a place called Tikorangi. Our parents owned the General Store (“Faull’s Foodmarket”). They were very community-minded, and in our formative years, they instilled in us wonderful rural
community values: “Look after the people and serve the community.”
Those “Tikorangi” values have served us all well and have been the
essence and ethos of our various careers in education, business, the
church, healthcare, and medicine.
I first saw the human brain as a young, naïve third-year medical
student in 1966 at the Otago Medical School. I immediately fell in love
with its simple, yet stark complexity. I couldn’t believe that within its
beautiful folds on the outside and its deeper recesses lay over 100
billion microscopic brain cells — over ten times the number of people
on Earth, and greater than the number of stars in the Milky Way. It
was tantalizingly, overwhelmingly complex, and unbelievable to realise
that these brain cells were interconnected in the most intricate and
incredible way to give us our conscious existence: our personality and
behavioural profile; our passion, vision, enthusiasm, and love for life
and each other; our conscious sensation of seeing, feeling, hearing,
smelling; our ability to move, read and write; the secrets which make
each of us wonderfully unique human individuals. I was compelled to
explore and unravel those secrets.
At the end of my third year, I interrupted my medical studies to
undertake a year of experimental research on the brain. Since it was
not possible to undertake experiments on the human brain, I instead
undertook research on the rat brain. That was the most incredible
and exciting year of my life. I discovered new pathways in the rat brain
that controlled motor functions. I presented my findings at an Australasian conference and published them in a top neurology journal of the
day.1 My mind was on fire, and it was at this stage that I knew I was
destined to a life of exploring the secrets of the brain.
On the completion of my medical studies in 1970, I briefly “flirted”
with neurosurgery as a young house surgeon. I was captivated by
the wonders and marvels of brain surgery, but soon realised that we
could only do surgery on the outside of the brain and knew so very
little about what was going on inside the brain. So, I returned to brain
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research, and undertook an unexpectedly exciting and challenging
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) at the newly established University of
Auckland Medical School, and was the first PhD graduate in neuroscience in the fledging medical school. During my PhD, I found new pathways from the cerebellum to the rest of the brain, which play a critical
role in our movement functions. These landmark findings led me to
postdoctoral studies from 1975–1978 in the United States of America
(USA) — learning new experimental techniques for tracing connections in the basal ganglia of the rat brain under the mentorship of two
of the world’s leading neuroscientists — Dr William Mehler at the
National Aeronautical Space Administration (NASA) Ames Research
Center in San Francisco, and Professor WJH Nauta at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston. We discovered additional new
pathways and established lifelong brain research collaborations which
have flourished for over 40 years and still continue today.
On my return to the Auckland Medical School in 1978, I established my own experimental rat brain research laboratory studying
the basal ganglia pathways which are involved with Parkinson’s disease
and Huntington’s disease (HD). Then, unexpectedly, in 1980 my life
changed forever. Professor Arthur Veale, the then Professor of Genetics at The University of Auckland, and world-leading authority on
HD, came to see me and said: “Richard, I look after the 400 families
in NZ with HD. This is the most tragic genetic brain disease and is
autosomal dominant — if the mum or dad in a family have the gene,
then each child will have a 50% chance of getting the gene, and if they
do, they will die prematurely in their 40s or 50s. Unfortunately, we
do not yet know what the gene is and can’t test for it. Because the
symptoms can be confused with other motor neurological diseases,
a clinical diagnosis is not definitive. The pathology is definitive — it
causes a very specific pattern of brain cell death in the basal ganglia.
Since you are an expert on the basal ganglia, the families would like
you to look at their loved one’s brain after death to determine if they
really do have HD in the family. Would you do this for the families?”
Of course, I said yes!
Every few months, Professor Veale would arrive with a brain fixed
in formalin from a family somewhere in NZ. After a detailed pathological study in consultation with a brain pathologist, Dr Beth Synek,
I could give a definitive diagnosis to the family. I would phone, write,
and talk to the families and tell them our findings. Unfortunately, in
90% of cases, it was yes, but very occasionally it was no — which was
fantastic news for the family. All of the families were very grateful.
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Unexpectedly, they gave me a wonderful gift and a challenge: “Keep
mum’s brain and do research on it; please find out why the brain cells
are dying and find a cure for our children!” The donation of the brain
of their loved one after death to research was the most wonderful
and generous gift that families could ever make to brain research. It
was just incredible. I was blown away. I was committed to giving hope
to families through research. I was reminded of the values instilled to
me in my youth by my Mum and Dad at Tikorangi — “Look after the
people and serve the community.”
We received the first brain in 1981, and from that day, I changed my
research from the rat to the human brain. My mission in life was to
unlock the secrets of HD to help the NZ families and their children.
Over the years, we have received more than 160 brains from families
with HD, and we have made unexpected world-leading findings on
the human brain, which have contributed to a better scientific understanding of the cell death and the development of new treatments
in HD. All this is because of the extraordinary gift and support from
families and whānau. By the mid-1990s, our studies on the first 50
HD brains had unexpectedly found that the pattern of cell death
in the basal ganglia and cortex in the human brain with HD varied
markedly from one brain to another. This was against all the textbooks and research, which stated that the brain cell death in HD
was homogeneous. Why was the cell death so variable? I was totally
perplexed. Finally, I talked with expert HD psychologist at The University of Auckland, Associate Professor Lynette Tippett, who, with a
stroke of genius, suggested that we talk with all the families and their
neurologists to collect detailed clinical symptoms from each HD case.
Remarkably, after ten years of detailed studies with the expert assistance of the whānau and the neurologists, we unexpectedly found
new and exciting findings: variations in cell death in the basal ganglia
and cortex correlated with the variable symptom profiles of patients
with HD. That is, in HD cases with mainly motor symptoms, the cell
death predominated in mainly motor regions of the basal ganglia and
cortex, while in cases with mainly mood and behavioural changes, cell
death was especially prominent in the mood regions of the basal ganglia and cortex. These major, and quite revolutionary, findings were
published in a series of papers in leading neurological and neuroscience journals — Brain, Annals of Neurology, and Journal of Huntington’s
Disease.2–7 Together, these landmark articles powerfully demonstrated
the great benefit in multidisciplinary collaborative research between
neuroscientists in the university, neurologists in the hospitals, and patients and whānau in the community.
In other exciting studies on the human HD brain, we showed for
the very first time that the adult human brain still contained stem cells
which had the potential to proliferate, multiply, and generate new
brain cells (i.e., neurogenesis) in an attempt to replace the lost brain
cells in HD. These findings were quite unexpected and controversial,
because they showed for the very first time that the human brain
could make new brain cells throughout life, and debunked the old
adage that as we get older, we lose brain cells and do not have the
capacity to make new ones. We supported these new findings by
showing that the human brain had a pathway (or “motorway”) for
neurogenesis comparable to the neurogenesis pathway in other, less
complex mammalian brains (i.e. rat, cat, and monkey). These revolutionary findings were published in the leading international scientific
journals, Proceedings of the National Academy of Science USA (PNAS)
and Science, and dramatically, they were featured on the front cover
of Science.8–9 All these wonderful new discoveries on the human brain
were only possible through the generosity of families who donated
the brain of their loved one to advance scientific research and understanding on the human brain. What an extraordinary legacy to our
research and to the advancement of knowledge on the brain.
Furthermore, in the early 1990s, and into 2000 and beyond, when
our HD collaborative brain research was becoming so very exciting, we extended our human brain studies to also include Parkinson’s
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, Motor Neurone Disease, frontotemporal dementia, brain cancer, and other neurological diseases.
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This was only possible through the generous post-mortem donation
of brains from families who were touched by these diseases. Our collection of human brain tissue was becoming very extensive; we soon
realised that we were establishing a world-leading human brain bank
which, with the wonderful financial support from the Neurological
Foundation of NZ, we called the “Neurological Foundation Human
Brain Bank.” Today, our human brain bank contains tissue from over
1000 brains. We also send brain samples to other world-leading brain
researchers in NZ and overseas, to undertake collaborative brain research which we are unable to undertake with our current resources
and expertise in Auckland. When we asked the families if they were
happy for us to send small samples of their loved one’s brain to other
leading international researchers overseas, they were totally enthusiastic and were unequivocal in their consent. Families commented
by saying: “It’s like Dad lives on forever, contributing to world class
research to help our children,” and others said, “Mum is getting the
travel in death that she never had in life.”
By the early 2000s, our collaborative research on human brain diseases expanded to include an increasing number of brain researchers
across the university (i.e. geneticists, psychologists, biochemists, physiologists, pharmacologists) and clinicians in the hospitals (i.e. neurologists, neurosurgeons, neuroradiologists, psychiatrists, geriatricians),
together with families and community organisations who were committed to improving our human brain donor programme. The power and strength of this collaborative “team” of brain research linking
the triad of 1) neuroscientists across the university, 2) doctors in the
hospital, and 3) the community, iwi, hapū, and whānau was becoming
more and more evident. This was demonstrated through innovative
and ground-breaking scientific discoveries, new treatments for brain
diseases, and as a vehicle for keeping whānau and the community informed of novel breakthroughs in brain research and treatments. We
decided that the time was ripe to formalise and create a very special
umbrella organisation linking all these groups together — a sort of “All
Blacks for Brain Research” — which we called the “Centre for Brain
Research” or the “CBR”.
The CBR was launched in November 2009, and comprised around
25 research groups across the university, 25 clinicians in the hospitals,
and around 13 community-based organisations. Today, 12 years later, it comprises over 80 brain research groups across the university
(including about 450 people), over 40 clinicians in the hospitals, and
over 30 community organisations. It is recognised internationally as a
world-leading collaborative research team and centre, which over the
last 12 years has attracted philanthropic funding of over $60 million.
This has been used to establish new research platforms; such as the
CBR Hugh Green Biobank for culturing human brain cells to trial new
drug treatments in the lab, and the Catwalk Spinal Cord Injury Unit to
develop new treatments for spinal cord injury; and new professorships
in translational neuroscience and brain research to accelerate our research on the human brain and the discovery of new treatments for
brain diseases. The establishment of the CBR was also pivotal in gaining Centre of Research Excellence funding from the NZ Government
in 2015–2021. This funding was used to establish an exciting national
research partnership which was co-hosted with the University of Otago and has flourished over the last six years in promoting innovative
collaborative research on the ageing brain between neuroscientists, clinicians and the community across the Universities of Auckland, Otago,
Canterbury and the Auckland University of Technology.
Looking back over the years, I could never have predicted such
a diverse, wonderful, and exciting journey in brain research, which
culminated in the establishment of the CBR flagship. The human brain
is the last frontier, and to this day, I still find it wonderfully challenging
and exciting. There is so much more to come.
Conclusion
My life in medicine and brain research has taught me the great virtue
and value of seeking a research experience early in your career, ideally
during your time as a medical student. Research is the foundation of
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advancement in medicine, and an experience in research will help
make you a well-rounded physician for the challenges ahead, no matter what branch of medicine you ultimately pursue.
My 40 years’ experience in research have taught me that collaboration is the vital foundation of success in research, healthcare, and
indeed in life. There is a well know African proverb which says it all:
“If you want to go somewhere fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go
together.” Working together as a team is critical for advancing knowledge and looking after people. All our major successes in research and
the development of new treatments for people with brain disease
have been the result of multidisciplinary collaborative team research
— working together with scientists across the university, doctors in
the hospital, and most importantly, with people, whānau, and families
in the community. Listen to the people and never lose sight of the fact
that we are all on this earth to help people — he tangata, he tangata,
he tangata. The patient in your room is your focus — listen and respect what they tell you.
At a personal level — always be visionary, do what you love, dream
big dreams, and never ever give up on your dreams. You may never
get to the mountain top, but always aim for the top. If you aim any
lower, you will achieve less.
Most importantly, enjoy life and never stop learning. Hold true to your
values, be true to yourself, be honest, do your very best, strive for
excellence, and show dignity and love to all. Above all else, serve the
community and the people.
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eases, and others — which was made possible through the establishment of a human
brain bank in partnership with families, the community, and the Neurological Foundation.
He has published over 400 research publications on the brain, which have been cited
over 34,000 times, and has an H-index of 99. He established the Centre for Brain Research at The University of Auckland in 2009 to facilitate world-class collaborative brain
research between researchers across the university, neurologists and neurosurgeons in
Auckland hospitals, and whānau/community organizations across New Zealand (NZ).
He is passionately committed to helping and giving hope, through research, to whānau and people who are touched by brain disorders.
Several awards have recognized his research achievements, including: Fellow of the Royal
Society of New Zealand; the Rutherford Medal, New Zealand’s highest scientific award;
the Supreme Award in the World Class New Zealand Awards; Distinguished Professor at
the University of Auckland; and a Knight Companion of the New Zealand Order of Merit
(KNZM) for services to medical research.

Correspondence
Sir Richard Faull: rlm.faull@auckland.ac.nz
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A rare complication of hyperosmolar
hyperglycaemic state in the intensive
care unit
Benjamin Gladwin
Introduction
Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and Hyperosmolar Hyperglycaemic
State (HHS) are common presentations to the Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) and represent a spectrum of pathology which encompasses
well understood biochemistry. There are well established management processes and guidelines for DKA and HHS. This clinical pearl
discusses these pathologies in the context of a patient with severe
metabolic derangement who developed a rare complication.
Case presentation
GS, a 28-year-old male, was transferred, intubated and ventilated
from a rural centre with a blood sugar level (BSL) in excess of the
bedside glucometer available at the presenting site, a pH of 7.29, and
a bedside ketone reading of 1.7 mmol/L. There was a relatively short
prodrome of eight days of progressive drowsiness and fatigue, and he
presented to the referring centre with confusion. At the referral site,
the patient’s Glasgow Coma Scale prior to intubation had dropped
to six (E1, V1, M4). Available past history was only significant for illicit
drug use.
He was given two litres of 0.9% normal saline between presentation at the referral site and admission to the ICU. Formal BSL testing
following arrival showed a value of 75 mmol/L, with a sodium on the
initial bloods of 162 mmol/L (corrected 192 mmol/L). The patient was
given a diagnosis of HHS, however, due to the degree of derangement
in his metabolic state, standard management was supplemented to
slowly decrease serum osmolality over days.
HHS and DKA
HHS and DKA exist on a spectrum of presentations. Differentiation
is based on the dominant features in history, examination, and investigations.
DKA is a rapidly evolving (<24 hours) state in which the relative insulin deficiency with respect to glucagon results in a shift in metabolic substrate utilisation from glycolysis towards gluconeogenesis.20 The most
notable of these from a definitional perspective is a transition of hepatic
lipid metabolism to ketogenesis. Patients present with a mild degree of
hyperosmolality due to hyperglycaemia and a high anion gap metabolic
acidosis (normally >20). DKA is more common in younger patients with
a known diagnosis of type 1 diabetes, and a brief history of either illness
or non-compliance with their usual insulin therapy. Systemic symptoms
are common in DKA and include polyuria, polydipsia, and weight loss
with gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms of nausea, vomiting, and abdominal
pain. These GI symptoms are characteristic of DKA, and are considered to occur secondary to the degree of electrolyte derangement in
DKA and the significant degree of acidosis in this condition.1,2 Beyond
initial fluid resuscitation, management is focused on supplementation of
insulin in order to restore the utilisation of glucose. Progress is monitored through the reversal of ketosis and the correction of glycolysis.

8

HHS commonly presents with a longer prodrome over several
days to a week, as was the case for GS. Patients are usually older, and
more often have a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes without compliance
difficulties. Episodes are usually in the context of a physiological stressor or concurrent illness. There is a higher frequency of neurological
symptoms when compared with DKA, and these may present as
drowsiness, delirium, seizures, and even coma.2,3 The preponderance
of neurological symptoms is thought to be due to the significant elevation of serum osmolality seen in HHS, which is normally greater than
320 mOsm/L. These neurological symptoms start to emerge in DKA
as the osmolality rises to beyond this level. The high anion gap metabolic acidosis seen in DKA is not usually a presenting feature of HHS.
Aside from the extreme hyperglycaemia, the case of Mr GS is particularly notable for the fact that there was no pre-existing history of
diabetes mellitus and the patient was relatively young. Acidosis was
not the dominant feature of his admission and there was minimal
ketosis, therefore, clinically, the presentation is more in keeping with
a diagnosis of HHS.
Management of HHS and DKA
Fluid resuscitation is a cornerstone of management of both DKA and
HHS. There is variation between institutional and consensus guidelines regarding the specific type and volume of fluid used during the
resuscitation phase of management. In general, this involves rehydration with a mix of isotonic and hypotonic fluids. One reasonable approach would be to proceed along the lines of the American Diabetes
Association21:
> 1 L 0.9% normal saline solution in the first hour (and use colloid if
they are shocked)
> If Na+ >145 mmol/L, 4–14 mL/kg of 0.45% normal saline, depending
on hydration state.
> Once the BSL is <16.7 mmol/L, the fluid may be switched to 5%
dextrose with 0.45% saline.
> Half of the total deficit should be given in the first 18 to 24 hours
(usually ~9 L), and the remainder given over the next 24 hours.
In this case, the estimated fluid deficit was closer to 18 L based on
the measured Na+ of 162 mmol/L.4,5 The use of unbalanced isotonic
fluids such as 0.9% saline in the setting of DKA may be considered
controversial. The arguments centre on the potential to exacerbate
the narrow strong ion difference acidosis present in DKA through
the introduction of large volumes of unbalanced crystalloid.6–8 This
discussion aside, continual electrolyte monitoring and replacement is
required in both cases, because during the resuscitative phase, metabolic derangements may include hypokalaemia, hypophosphataemia,
hypomagnesaemia, hypoglycaemia, and hyperchloraemia.
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Management of Mr GS
ry of oligodendrocytes from cytotoxic processes.9 In normal physioloIn the case of Mr GS, acidaemia was not the dominant feature, and gy, hyponatraemia and a gradual decline in serum osmolality are comhyperglycaemia was in excess of the levels normally seen in DKA. pensated for by the neuronal cells via the loss of idiogenic osmoles
Corrected sodium using the equation above was 192mmol/L, with a (glycine, taurine, glutamine, sorbitol, and inositol).10 These molecules
corresponding measured osmolality of 440 mOsm. Calculated osmo- are generated under normal circumstances to balance the intracellality was 400 mOsm. Management proceeded down the HHS path- lular and extracellular tonicity, and as relatively large, non-diffusible
way. For this patient, all normal resuscitation fluids in the algorithm molecules, contribute to the Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium. During the
are significantly hypotonic relative to his serum osmolality. In order development of hypernatraemia, the neuronal intracellular fluid sheds
to control the reduction rate in osmolality, 3% saline was infused in these idiogenic osmoles over time to prevent the development of
addition to the regime above, with a targeted fall in serum osmolality cerebral oedema.1,2 In the early phases of rapid correction of hyponof less than 10 mOsm. Glucose supplementation was added after the atraemia, high extracellular sodium concentration and low intracelfirst 24 hours to balance the fall in osmolality with the fall in sodium. lular osmolarity results in an efflux of water and an influx of sodium.
Insulin was added on day two, as there was a persistently low level This process occurs faster than the neuronal cell’s ability to reduce
of ketosis in keeping with HHS, and within the spectrum of illness idiogenic molecular concentrations, and results in protein aggregabetween DKA and HHS.
tion, deoxyribose nucleic acid fragmentation, and eventually results
In this case, management was complicated by the degree of de- in apoptosis.13–15
rangement of the osmolality, and despite the adjustment in the norIn hypernatraemia, there are case reports of patients developing
mal resuscitative algorithm, significant drops in osmolality of up to osmotic demyelination syndrome.16–19 The mechanism in these instanc20–30 mOsm/hr occurred in the first six hours after presentation to es is thought to be related to the fluctuations in serum sodium and
the peripheral centre. After this early phase of resuscitation, osmolal- osmolality during either the development of HHS or the treatment
ity fall was controlled to less than 10 mOsm/h with an associated fall phase, rather than to the relative degree of hypernatraemia. This case
in Na+ of less than 10 mmol/day. By day three, the patient had nor- adds to that small literature base. It highlights the complexities of manmalised electrolytes and serum osmolality, and was weaned from se- aging patients at the extreme end of physiological derangement and
dation. However, following a further observation period of 48 hours, the emergence of unexpected sequelae during successful implemenhe failed to demonstrate signs of neurological recovery. Cerebral tation of a well-defined treatment protocol.
venous thrombosis was ruled out with a venous phase computed tomography brain scan. Magnetic resonance imaging found symmetrical
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Pontine infarction and osmotic demyelination syndrome
Pontine infarction is a relatively rare complication of HHS, but is
thought to be secondary to hyperviscosity and the proinflammatory
state seen in the context of elevated glucose.
Central Pontine Myelinolysis is a separate condition more commonly seen in the setting of rapid correction from hyponatraemia.
Osmotic demyelination results from direct injury to astrocytes and
subsequent disruption of the blood-brain barrier, which leads to inju-
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Disclosures of sexual assault/abuse
and the role of the forensic examiner
Isabelle M. Duck, Anne Laking

Introduction
or asleep; when they cannot consent or refuse to consent due to
Sexual assault is common. As such, it behoves all medical practitioners intoxication or an intellectual, mental or physical condition; and when
to be aware that this issue will be a significant factor in so many of they were mistaken about the identity of the person or the nature of
the patients they provide care for, either recently, or at some stage in the sexual activity.10
their past. According to the New Zealand Crime and Victims Survey
In recent years, there has been increasing national and interna(NZCVS) conducted in 2018/19, 24% of New Zealanders had expe- tional awareness that non-fatal strangulation/suffocation is commonrienced sexual violence at some time during their lives.1 The latest ly associated with inter-personal violence (IPV) and sexual assault/
NZCVS from 2019/20 found that around 2% of adults had experi- abuse.11,12 In an American study, prior non-fatal strangulation by an
enced a sexual assault within the previous 12 months.2 Sexual assault/ intimate partner increased the risk of completed homicide by over
abuse affects individuals in all population groups. However, some indi- seven-fold.13 In December 2018, non-fatal strangulation and suffocaviduals are at particularly high risk, e.g. people with diverse sexualities tion became covered by section 189A of the New Zealand Crimes
and young females.2 According to the most recent NZCVS, approx- Act 1961.10 Sentences include imprisonment for up to seven years if a
imately 1 in 11 females aged between 15 and 19 years were sexually person intentionally compromises another person’s breathing and/or
assaulted in the previous 12 months.2
blood circulation through application of pressure on their throat and/
Long-term sequelae of childhood sexual assault/abuse (CSA) in- or neck (strangulation) or blocking of a person’s nose and/or mouth
clude various medical, psychological, behavioural, and sexual prob- (suffocation).10
lems, and an increased risk of re-victimisation.3-5 Both male and female
CSA survivors are affected.6,7 Several long-term studies and systematic Disclosure of sexual assault/abuse and useful responses
reviews have confirmed an association between CSA and a lifetime Patients commonly do not disclose sexual assault/abuse themselves
diagnosis of various psychiatric disorders, including anxiety, eating dis- unless specifically asked. Research has found that patients who had
orders, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), suicidality, substance experienced non-consensual sexual contact valued their clinician enabuse, and personality disorders.3-5,8,9 Female CSA survivors have in- quiring about it.14 Those who had no history of sexual assault/abuse
creased rates of gynaecological disorders such as chronic, non-cyclical did not mind being asked and valued the disclosure opportunity.14 The
pelvic pain.9
majority of clinicians who routinely enquired about sexual violence
For many health professionals, managing patients who disclose a did not find that this significantly lengthened their consultation time.14
sexual assault can be daunting. The purposes of this article are firstly
When asking about sexual assault/abuse, patients should be seen
to explain how sexual violation and consent are defined in the New on their own or with someone they trust. Screening or discussing
Zealand (NZ) law. Secondly, it aims to equip clinicians with basic skills abuse in the presence of a partner, potential abuser, or someone who
and knowledge on how to respond to a disclosure of sexual assault/ may inform the abuser, may increase the patient’s risk of further harm.
abuse; how to provide therapeutic and acute medical care; and how It is good practice to routinely ask patients about IPV and sexual
to refer for further management, especially those who experienced assault/abuse whenever they request a test for sexually transmitted
a recent sexual assault. Thirdly, the article describes the work of fo- infections (STIs), emergency contraception, or when they present
rensic sexual assault examiners and their role as expert witnesses in with acute ano-genital symptoms (e.g. pain and/or bleeding). Other
court.
opportunities for sexual assault/abuse questions include new patient
consultations or any routine screening such as cervical screening.15 In
The New Zealand Law
adolescents, enquiring about sexual assault/abuse forms part of the
The NZ Crimes Act has clear definitions of what constitutes the var- HEADSSS assessment.16 Box 1 includes examples of how to frame
ious sexual assault and abuse crimes, including sexual violation and questions about sexual assault/abuse.
indecent assault.10 In addition to the actual contact type, all such acts
Clinicians may take a proactive or reactive approach to asking about
require the lack of consent and the lack of the presence of reasonable sexual assault/abuse. Box 2 includes examples for both.
The way a clinician responds to a sexual assault/abuse disclosure is
grounds for a belief by the alleged offender that the person consented.
It should be noted that for children and young persons the issue of critical for the patient’s journey to recovery. Prior to disclosure, the
consent is irrelevant, as they are not legally able to consent to sexual patient may have felt things such as fear of being judged, confusion,
and a lack of trust in the system. These fears can be mitigated if the
contact, under any circumstances.10
The NZ Crimes Act also outlines circumstances where allowing clinician responds appropriately to the disclosure.
Useful responses to a sexual assault/abuse disclosure include emsexual activity does not amount to consent.10 These include when a
person allowed the activity because of force applied to them or a pathising and validating, being non-judgemental, and offering help to
threat or fear of the application of force; when they are unconscious the patient (Box 3). Clinicians should take a few minutes to affirm the
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Box 1: Framing questions for sexual assault/abuse
‘I like to ask all my patients about sexual assault in order to make
sure they are safe.’
‘Because unwanted sexual contact can affect health, I/we are asking
all our patients about it.’
‘Another question that I’m asking all of my patients as part of a
health check is about relationships and unwanted sexual contact.’
‘I don’t know whether this is a problem for you, but many women
I see are dealing with abuse in their home. Some are too afraid or
uncomfortable to bring it up themselves so I ask about it routinely.’

Box 2: Approaches to asking about sexual assault/abuse
Proactive
‘Have you ever had sexual contact of any form when you didn’t want
to, or in a way that you didn’t like?’
‘Has anyone ever touched you in a way you didn’t like or when you
didn’t want them to?’
‘Are you in a relationship with someone who hurts or threatens you?’
Reactive
‘I note that you were quite uncomfortable during your smear test. I
know that some women find smears and internal exams difficult
because they have had an unpleasant experience in the past. Has
this ever happened to you?’

Box 3: Useful responses to a disclosure
Empathise:
’I am so sorry this has happened to you.’
Acknowledge:
‘Well done for managing to tell me about it. It must have been hard
for you.’
Validate:
‘Many people find that… Is this something that has affected you?’
‘Most people find this really hard to talk about.’
Don’t judge:
‘It is never OK – no matter what the circumstances. It’s not your fault.’
Offer help:
‘In order for me to help you, I need to ask a few more questions.’
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patient for disclosing, inform them how common sexual assault/abuse
is, and normalise any post-traumatic responses or symptoms.
Secondary victimisation, i.e. the re-traumatisation of the sexual assault/abuse survivor, needs to be avoided.17 Secondary victimisation is
an indirect result of an assault which occurs through the responses of
individuals and institutions to the individual.17 Types of secondary victimisation include victim blaming and inappropriate language by medical
personnel and other organisations which the individual accesses after
the assault.17
Therapeutic and acute medical care after sexual assault/abuse
After disclosure, the patient’s therapeutic care is of utmost importance, especially their access to psychological support and advice on
their options. The latter depends on when the sexual assault/abuse
occurred, and whether the patient would like to report it to the police.
If a sexual assault occurred within the past seven days, a forensic examination may be indicated. Specialist sexual assault support is known
to enhance the outcome and recovery of victims.18 Specialist sexual
assault support services vary throughout the country and are provided by different agencies, e.g. Sexual Abuse HELP, Rape Crisis, and
their local equivalents.18 It is useful for clinicians to know their nearest
Sexual Abuse Assessment and Treatment Service (SAATS) and their
local crisis support service. SAATSLink (https://medsac.org.nz/) is a
valuable resource for contact details of providers throughout NZ.19
In NZ, any person who has experienced sexual assault/abuse, regardless of whether they reported it to the police or not, can lodge a
claim through the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC). This
entitles them to free counselling support sessions which can be accessed at any time after the event, even several years later. The Crisis
Support services are able to provide more detailed advice on ACC
support and how it is accessed.
The initial management after a recent sexual assault focuses on any
urgent medical needs. This is particularly important in cases where a
physical assault occurred as well, maybe including non-fatal strangulation/suffocation. While the vast majority of patients are stable, some
require an initial specialist assessment, e.g. by the gynaecology team in
cases of severe vaginal bleeding.
Medical care after a recent sexual assault/abuse includes baseline
screening for STIs (e.g. genital swabs and a blood test for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), syphilis, and Hepatitis B), for women a
pregnancy test and provision of emergency contraception, antibiotic
STI prophylaxis, and consideration of HIV post-exposure prophylaxis.
HealthPathways is a useful resource (where available).20 In addition,
all SAATS can provide advice regarding acute care to primary and
secondary care clinicians.
It is important to be aware, however, that the majority of genital
examinations after an alleged sexual assault are normal, and significant
genital injury is uncommon. It is also important to be aware that injury
can occur in consenting sexual contact. Therapeutic care always takes
precedence over forensic care. In situations where the patient is complaining of possibly significant genital symptoms, it may be necessary
to, at a minimum, conduct an external genital exam before the patient
is transferred to a SAATS.
Forensic medical examination
In NZ, acute forensic examinations are performed by a forensic examiner with the assistance of a forensic nurse. If possible, a crisis
support worker is present during the examination as well. Providing
culturally safe, therapeutic care within the forensic environment is
always prioritised. The Pōwhiri model of care is introduced to all
forensic clinicians during their specialist training through Medical Sexual Assault Clinicians (MEDSAC) Aotearoa, the national organisation
providing the training and accreditation of forensic examiners.19 This
Pōwhiri model, which enables a culturally sensitive approach from
start to finish, ensures that Māori and all patients receive the best
therapeutic care possible.
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On arrival at the SAATS, police provide the clinicians with an and placed into the MEK. Everything is handed over to the police unoverview of the alleged events, and advise on the patient’s immediate less the complainant is undecided as to whether to report the alleged
needs and any forensic issues requiring urgent attention, e.g. time-sen- offence, in which case the specimens are securely stored.
sitive toxicology specimens. Concurrently, the crisis support worker
usually spends time on their own with the complainant. Afterwards, The forensic examiner’s expert witness role
the crisis support worker informs the clinicians of any important is- Police determine whether a case goes to trial by applying the Solicitor-General’s Prosecution Guidelines. 24 These require that the evsues, e.g. past or present mental health issues or suicidality.
At the start of the forensic examination, the clinicians confirm that idence “is sufficient to provide a reasonable prospect of conviction”
the patient understands what the examination entails and stress that (Evidential test), and that “prosecution is required in the public interit is entirely their choice whether to proceed or not. Moreover, the est” (Public interest test).24
patient is assured that they can withdraw their consent at any time
The forensic examiner may be asked to write a Formal Statement
during the examination. Occasionally, patients are too intoxicated to as an expert witness. In general, “ordinary witnesses” may only proconsent to an examination. In these cases, the examination is deferred vide evidence regarding facts of what they saw or heard.25 In contrast,
until are able to give informed consent.
“expert witnesses” are able to provide opinion evidence.25 The EviMost SAATS offer “Just-in-case” forensic examinations. Rather than dence Act defines an expert as “a person who has specialised knowlhanding forensic specimens to the police after the examination, they edge or skill based on training, study, or experience.”26 All expert
are safely stored, thereby giving the patient extra time (typically for witnesses are “agents of the court,” rather than advocates for the
three to six months) to decide whether or not they would like to party who called them.27 They need to be impartial and abide by the
continue with a criminal investigation. The patient may also opt to just High Court Rules 2016 Schedule 4 — Code of Conduct for Expert
have a therapeutic medical examination without collection of forensic Witnesses.27
specimens, and with a sole focus on their psychological and medical
In the Formal Statement, all acute findings from the forensic exneeds.
amination are discussed, and an overall opinion is formed. It is often
During the forensic examination, a Medical Examination Kit (MEK) not possible to comment on whether an injury was sustained during
is used. This contains a Medical Examination Record (MER) as well as the alleged assault.28 For example, most bruises cannot be aged, and
various swabs, slides, and other equipment for the collection of foren- their appearance does not usually allow any comment in regard to the
sic evidence. The forensic examiner takes a detailed history including exact circumstances during which they occurred.29
the patient’s medical history, any consumption of alcohol and/or drugs
If a case goes to trial, the forensic examiner may be called to give
(voluntary and/or involuntary), any recent other sexual contact, and evidence in court. They are often asked to dispel myths and give sothe history of the alleged events. The purpose of the latter is to guide called counter-intuitive evidence. There is a commonly-held assumpthe examination and the collection of specimens.
tion within the general population that any non-consenting sexual
After the history taking and recording of general observations, a contact will result in injury to the genital area which the examiner can
thorough head-to-toe physical examination follows. Any findings are see. However, it is in fact normal and common for sexual contact to
documented in the body diagrams of the MER. Acute injuries, e.g. occur without causing injury, and for complainants to have a normal
bruises, abrasions, and lacerations, are described in detail, including genital examination after an alleged sexual assault.30-32 Likewise, it must
their size, colour, shape, and associated features, e.g. tenderness and/ be noted that consensual sexual contact can also result in injury.32,33
or swelling. Identifying and documenting the correct injury type is imIn general, the findings of a medical examination after an alleged
portant, as it often allows comment in regard to the mechanism of in- sexual assault are often not able to confirm whether or not sexual conjury.21 This is particularly important for skin disruptions. For example, tact occurred. If sexual contact occurred, a medical examination cannot
“lacerations” are sustained through application of a blunt force which determine whether such contact was consenting or non-consenting.
causes a full-thickness tear of the skin with typically rugged, bruised,
and irregular wound edges.21 In contrast, “incisions” are sustained by Conclusion
sharp objects or cutting-type implements, e.g. a knife or glass. The It needs to be recognised that the lifetime prevalence of sexual assharp edge of the object cuts through the skin layers, with wound sault/abuse is high. Experiencing sexual violence often has a huge
impact on an individual’s wellbeing. It is important for clinicians to
margins which are typically regular, straight, and unbruised.21
The anogenital examination forms the last part of the forensic ex- routinely screen for IPV and sexual assault/abuse. If done effectively,
amination. The external anogenital area is closely examined, and in this can make a positive impact on the patient’s overall journey to
females, a speculum is used to assess the vagina and cervix. In addi- recovery. After any disclosure, it is also important to ensure that the
tion, proctoscopy is typically offered after an alleged anal penetration. patient is informed about all options available to them with respect to
Throughout the examination, the crisis support worker acts as an ad- therapeutic and forensic care, and that they are able to access approvocate for the patient and ensures that they are not re-traumatised.22 priate crisis support. There is a wide range of support, information,
Which specimens are collected depends on the circumstances and and further education available to all clinicians through MEDSAC and
type of the alleged assault, the timeframe, whether the alleged offend- via their local SAATS.
er is known or not, and post-assault hygiene, such as taking a shower,
or consumed food/drinks. Reference samples from the patient are
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ACADEMIC: CLINICAL AUDIT

Clinical audit of metformin adherence
at a South Auckland General Practice
Avneet Singh, Qusai Ali
Abstract
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a prevalent chronic health disease in New Zealand (NZ), which disproportionately affects Pacific populations. Furthermore, Pacific patients have the lowest rates of anti-diabetic medication
adherence in NZ. We have investigated the adherence to oral metformin
at a South Auckland based Pacific-focused general practice (PFGP) with
numerous interventions targeted towards the Pacific population. We
then compared our results with regional and national NZ-based studies
on metformin adherence, to see if there is increased metformin adherence at PFGP.

Methods

DESIGN/SETTING

We set our study period from 7th June 2019 to 7th December 2020,
which covered 549 days.
We then conducted a retrospective analysis of the clinical data available at PFGP, to identify all Pacific patients who were classified with
non-insulin dependent T2DM before 7th June 2019. We included those
who were prescribed metformin from before the study period and had
at least two prescriptions of metformin during the study period. We
also included those who were co-prescribed other oral anti-diabetics,
e.g. gliclazide. We classified those on Galvumet as the same as patients
co-prescribed metformin and vildagliptin. Furthermore, only patients
aged between 20 to 80 years old were included.
We excluded all patients who were not enrolled at PFGP from before
the study period, those who transferred in the middle of the study period, casual patients, deaths, patients prescribed with insulin, patients in
institutional care, and those who switched from oral metformin to other
anti-diabetic medications.
We then used data on pharmacy dispensing available on TestSafe,
such as dispensing dates and duration dispensed, to calculate our primary
outcome, the “proportion of days covered” (PDC). This is similar to the
MPR, but is a more conservative and preferred measurement of medication adherence that avoids the problems of over-estimation associated
with MPR.9 Similarly to MPR, a PDC of >0.8 is also defined as adherent
in the literature.7
We calculated PDC with the following formula,

Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a prevalent disease in New Zealand, affecting over
250,000 individuals and rising, 90% of them having type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).1,2 However, T2DM does not affect all ethnic groups equally.
The Pacific population has the highest prevalence of T2DM in New Zealand, with 20% of the 20–79 age group affected.3 This is much higher than
Māori, at 10%, and NZ European, at 6%.3 The Pacific population in NZ is
3.22 times more likely to have T2DM than non-Pacific people.4
Additionally, this has contributed towards Pacific people having higher
mortality rates compared to other ethnic groups.5
Despite this, the Pacific population in New Zealand has some of the
lowest rates of adherence to diabetic medications. Horsburgh et al, a
large national study published in 2019, looking at metformin monotherapy adherence, demonstrated that Pacific people had a mean medication
possession ratio (MPR) of 0.69.6 Thus, on average, they were only dispensed enough metformin during the study period to cover 69% of the
(Number of days in period covered)
days in the period. This is far from good adherence, which the medical
PDC =
× 100
(Number of days in study period)
literature has defined as an MPR of >0.80.7
Furthermore, the same study demonstrated that NZ Europeans had
an MPR of 0.85, whilst Asians had a MPR of 0.80.6 Hence, whilst the PaIf there was an overlap in dispensing dates, we changed the start date
cific population are the worst affected by T2DM, they are also the least of the next dispensation to the end date of the prior one.
adherent with treatment.
Some possible contributing factors to these disparities include diffi- ETHICS APPROVAL
culties accessing healthcare/clinics, health appointments clashing with Ethics approval was not required for this clinical audit, in accordance with
work or other commitments, financial barriers, and language barriers.8 the Health and Disability Ethics Committee for Clinical Audits/Quality
Furthermore, racial biases and cultural differences can also lead to poorer Improvement/Assurance projects.10,11
rapport with Pacific patients, contributing to worse adherence and thus
health outcomes.8
Results
The present study is an audit of oral metformin adherence among Our audit included 40 patients of Pacific ethnicity. Most of these patients
Pacific patients enrolled at the Pacific-focused general practice (PFGP) in were Samoan, along with smaller groups of Niueans and Tongans. There
South Auckland, a primary care provider that focuses on Pacific health. were no patients of other Pacific ethnicities included in the audit (Figure 1).
The average age of the patients included was 57.55 years. The maPFGP have employed a range of interventions to help improve Pacific
health, including hiring a majority of Pacific staff, enabling phone consults jority of the patients were between 50–70 years of age. The youngest
and repeats, opening on weekends, as well as having lower costs for ser- patient in our audit cohort was 33 years old, whilst the oldest was 77
years of age (Figure 2).
vices, including $15 consultations.
We also compared metformin adherence at PFGP to the rates seen
in Horsburgh et al, to see their performance and the impacts of their OUTCOME: METFORMIN ADHERENCE
The mean PDC of the entire PFGP Pacific cohort was 0.74, meaning that
interventions.
on average, the Pacific patients at PFGP had oral metformin coverage for
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When comparing metformin adherence of the PFGP cohort against
national data, Pacific patients at PFGP have greater adherence than the
national average for the Pacific population, PDC 0.74 compared to an
MPR 0.69, respectively (Figure 5). This is despite our audit using a more
conservative measure of adherence in PDC for the PFGP cohort. Whilst
the disparity between the PFGP Pacific cohort and the national European
data for adherence is reduced, the gap is still quite large, with a PDC of
0.74 compared to a MPR of 0.85, respectively.
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Figure 1. Sum of patients per ethnicity
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Figure 2. Sum of patients per age group.

Figure 5. Mean metformin adherence compared between Horsburgh et al. National
Pacific and European Cohorts (Medication Possession Ratio (MPR)) vs. the Pacific-focused general practice (PFGP) Pacific Cohort (Proportion of days covered (PDC))

74% of the days in the study period. This means that they had metformin
prescribed for 406 days out of the 549-day study period. The highest
metformin adherence was seen in the Tongan ethnic subgroup, with a
PDC of 0.85, and the lowest was observed in the Niuean ethnic subgroup,
with a PDC of 0.66 (Figure 3).

Metformin adherence in the Pacific cohort at PFGP was slightly lower
than the mean of Counties Manukau District Health Board (DHB), the
DHB within which PFGP operates, which had a mean MPR of 0.76.
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Figure 6. Mean metformin adherence at Counties Manukau District Health Board
(CMDHB) medication possession ratio (MPR) via Horsburgh et al. compared to Pacific
Health Star Medical Centre (proportion of days covered (PDC))
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Figure 3. Mean proportion of days covered (PDC) of patients at the Pacific-focused
general practice (PFGP) by ethnicity

The distribution of PDC across different age groups showed higher
metformin adherence in older patients >60 years of age, with PDCs of
0.77 and 0.79 in the 60-69 and 70-79 age groups, respectively. Adherence
was lowest in the 50–59 group, with a PDC of 0.69 (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Mean proportion of days covered (PDC) of patients at the Pacificfocused general practice (PFGP) by age
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Discussion
The Tongan group of patients at PFGP were more adherent to metformin than the Samoan and Niuean groups. With a PDC of 0.85, the
Tongan group at PFGP showed similar adherence to the national average
for Europeans. However, there was a very small sample group of Tongan
patients included in this audit, which may have falsely inflated their adherence. Furthermore, the poorer adherence seen in the Niuean group
is likely to be due to the smaller sample size compared to the Samoan
group, rather than due to any differences in level of care.
Previous studies have shown a trend where adherence had increased
with age.6 This was somewhat demonstrated in our audit, as patients
who were >60 years old showed the greatest adherence to metformin.
However, the 50–59 year old age group at PFGP had the lowest adherence, with younger groups showing higher adherence. This could partly
be due to the younger age groups having far less patients in them compared to the 50-59 year old age group. However, considering the big difference between the 50-59 year old age group compared to the others,
there could perhaps be barriers to healthcare experienced by that group
that need to be further investigated and addressed.
A positive finding is that despite using a more conservative measure of
medication adherence in this audit, the Pacific patients at PFGP showed
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greater metformin adherence compared to the national average of Pacific
patients reported in Horsburgh et al. However, when compared to the
Pacific population by Chepulis et al., a Waikato based study, the adherence at PFGP was lower.12 Chepulis et al. reported a MPR of 0.81 compared to the PDC 0.74 at PFGP. However, Chepulis et al. reported higher
adherence in all ethnic groups compared to Horsburgh et al., possibly due
to the fact they calculated MPR with medications dispensed up to three
months after the study period ended, which would further increase the
MPR compared to the results in Horsburgh et al.
It is difficult to say whether the increased metformin adherence at
PFGP compared to other studies is due to the Pacific health interventions
in place at PFGP. Whilst the increased metformin adherence at PFGP may
indirectly infer that Pacific health interventions may have a positive impact,
more studies are required to evaluate the performance of interventions
in place at PFGP. Interventions include the majority-Pacific staff reducing
cultural and language barriers, low consultation costs, phone consultations, and Saturday appointments. These likely reduce financial barriers
and provide appointment options for busy Pacific patients.
Deprivation is a confounding factor that may negatively affect adherence at PFGP, which operates in a decile 8 location based on NZDep2018.13
Thus, this indicates that the patients at PFGP are of a lower socioeconomic status. It was shown in Horsburgh et al. that deprivation can
negatively impact adherence. Thus, as shown in Figure 6, I compared our
data from patients at PFGP with the mean metformin MPR at Counties
Manukau District Health Board (CMDHB) provided by Horsburgh et al.
This was done because PFGP is located within CMDHB, which encompasses some of the most deprived areas in Auckland. This comparison
should help reduce the impacts of confounding due to deprivation. Figure
6 shows that PFGP has marginally lower metformin adherence compared
to CMDHB despite using the more conservative PDC in our audit, suggesting that ethnic inequities in the PFGP population have been reduced
further than previously thought. However, I acknowledge that this could
also be due to CMDHB having a higher proportion of Māori and Pacific
patients, the two ethnic groups with the lowest metformin adherence.
LIMITATIONS

The biggest limitation in our audit is the small sample size, especially in
the Tongan, Niuean, and younger age groups. This can make it difficult to
tell if the adherence rates are truly higher or lower at the practice, as the
results could be due to chance with such a small sample size.
The second biggest limitation was that we used PDC to calculate metformin adherence in this study, whilst the existing published literature
uses MPR. MPR tends to over-estimate adherence, whilst PDC is more
conservative.9 Even then, there were differences in methodology used to
calculate MPR between studies.
Thus, it is unclear how much the differences in methodology or outcome measurement had contributed to the differences in metformin
adherence between PFGP and data provided in Horsburgh et al. and
Chepulis et al.
Another limitation of this study is that it did not look at the impact of
electronic-prescribing (e-prescribing) compared to traditional paper prescribing on pharmacy dispensing records, and thus our data on metformin adherence. Like many general practices during the coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, PFGP introduced e-prescribing in the middle
of the study period, in June 2020. Thus, this is another confounding factor
that the study did not account for.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Investigate what barriers to metformin adherence, if any, are affecting
the 50–59 year old Pacific age group at PFGP, perhaps in the form of
open dialogue or questionnaires with these patients in their next consult.
2. Hire Pacific doctors, as whilst there is an abundance of Pacific staff at
PFGP, from the receptionist to nurses, there are no Pacific doctors.
Having a Pacific doctor can help further reduce cultural and language
barriers for Pacific patients, which may further reduce health inequities and improve diabetic medication adherence in Pacific patients.3, 14
3. Give metformin prescriptions for 30 days instead of 28. Numerous pa-
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tients were only given 28 days of metformin per dispensing, which did
not last the whole month. It is unclear whether 28-day prescriptions
represent blister packs or not, as this was not recorded in the practice
data. However, if this does not represent blister packs, then increasing
prescription duration to 30 days will give patients slightly more leeway
if they have difficulty in getting their repeats on time. Furthermore,
over three dispensations from a single prescription, this would result
in an extra six days of medication coverage.
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Safety and efficacy of virtual first
specialist appointment in neurology:
A 2018–2019 audit
Hannah Miles, Desiree Fernandez
Abstract
the COVID-19 pandemic, where the need for social distancing expeLimited resources in the neurology specialist service at Nelson Hospital dited the modernization of medical care by necessitating a change in
preclude some patients from being seen in a face-to-face consultation. the way that medical services are delivered.3 The VFSA, as described
As such, it has been found that the use of Virtual First Specialist Assess- above, is a subtype of telemedicine which involves medical services
ment (VFSA) has increased between 2014 and 2019. The present study being delivered via an electronic letter. In Nelson Neurology services,
aimed to assess the efficacy and safety of the VFSA, and by extension, there has been a rise in the number of VFSAs from 33% in 2014, to
whether the current practice should be changed. The second aim of 49% in 2019.
the study was to assess the experiences of general practitioners in the
VFSAs not only have the potential to optimize current resources,
Nelson area who have been involved with the VFSA service. Two-hun- but to provide additional benefits to both the healthcare provider
dred and seventy six patients were recipients of VFSAs between Au- and patient. For example, there may be improved communication begust 2018 and July 2019. The number outcomes for these patients were tween primary and secondary services, improved knowledge of neucalculated across four domains: number of emergency department rological conditions for primary healthcare providers, shorter wait
(ED) admissions for the same neurological problem, number of re-re- times (and therefore less diagnostic delay), and reduced travel costs
ferrals for the same neurological problem, number of private referrals, for the patients. VFSA could be particularly useful in the context of
and the number of deaths. The study found that in patients who had neurology, where patients often have additional mobility needs and
received VFSA, the rates of ED admission and re-referral for the same high dependance on caregivers.
neurological problem were 2.9% and 11.1%, respectively. A survey of
Conceptually, the VFSA method may also be especially useful for
general practitioners reflected on VFSAs positively and had a response rural populations, where it is notoriously difficult to obtain specialist
rate of 14%. These results suggest that VFSA may be a safe and accept- appointments, and geographical barriers preclude the accessibility of
able way to reduce the supply-demand deficit for neurological services neurological service. It was reported that in 2014, the supply of neuand optimize the use of current resources, with significant implications rologists in New Zealand on average was about 1 to 126,000, but in
in the context of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
rural areas this is 1 to 700,000.1
However, there are some concerns around the diagnostic accuraIntroduction
cy in VFSA compared to face-to-face consultations, and the potential
A Virtual First Specialist Assessment (VFSA) is a clinical assessment for the introduction of adverse events. This is because generating a
which is done with the information in the referral letter about the pa- VFSA relies heavily on the clinical history and neurological examinatient’s history, examination, investigation results, and clinical records. It tion from the primary healthcare provider, and the clinician’s interis produced in response to a request from a General Practitioner (GP) pretation of these.
or Nurse Practitioner and aims to provide a virtual assessment and
A 2008 observational study in New Zealand indicated that 20% of
to formulate a management plan for the patient. VFSAs are currently referrals to neurology over a 6-month period were managed through
used where resources prevent patients from being seen in a face-to- non-contact first specialist appointments (NCFSA).4 It was found that
face consultation, or when only simple advice needs to be relayed.
11.2% of these patients were re-referred for the same neurological
At present, New Zealand does not meet the recommendations problem, the hospital admission rate was 5.86% (none diagnosed with
from Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development a neurological condition), and 1.35% of patients suffered an adverse
(OECD) for the size of the neurologist workforce for its population event. The low rates of re-referral, emergency department (ED) ad– a deficit which is likely to exacerbate with time, in accordance with mission and adverse events suggests that electronic care plans could
population growth and increasing burden of neurological diseases such be transformative to the management of patients.
as dementia. A report published in the New Zealand Medical Journal
A 2020 journal article in Neurology provided a qualitative assessin 2015 used existing epidemiological data to calculate estimates of sup- ment and ranking of all the identified studies pertaining to “teleneurolply and demand for neurology services. It was determined that 42–63 ogy” (defined as “a neurologic consultation at a distance”).5 The study
full-time neurologists would need to be employed to bridge this gap.1 revealed that teleneurology has been well established in the manageGiven that this would require that the existing workforce be more than ment of stroke but is yet to be determined as safe in other areas of
doubled, this is infeasible within the current healthcare budget and ne- neurology. Some emerging studies have demonstrated non-inferiority in both diagnostic accuracy and patient and caregiver satisfaction
cessitates that alternatives to face-to-face consultations are explored.
An upward trend in the use of telemedicine, where medical in- when teleneurology is used for conditions such as dementia, epilepsy,
formation is transmitted via telecommunication technology, has been headache, and movement disorders.
Both these studies highlight that VFSA holds promise in relieving
observed globally, and recognized as safe and efficient in some specialty areas.2 The transition to telemedicine was further catalyzed by the demand on the neurological workforce, although there is still lim-
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ited data around safety and efficacy. The present study, prompted by
the observed rise in VFSAs, aimed to address this by expanding on the
limited research. Furthermore, this can help to assess whether VFSAs
are currently sufficient for their purpose, or if the current triaging
threshold needs to be changed.
As part of the assessment of VFSA, it is also important to evaluate
the acceptance of VFSA by the primary healthcare providers who
receive them. We sought to evaluate this by conducting an electronic
survey on GPs who had received a VFSA for a patient over the August
2018 to July 2019 period. The survey aimed to assess their opinions on
whether it was found to be useful for managing their patients.

Amaurosis fugax
Tuberous sclerosis
Family history of spinal cerebellar ataxia
Intracranial aneurysm
Vertigo
Blepharospasm
Subdural haemorrhage
Optic neuritis

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 1 includes the neurological diagnoses of the patients in the study
group. For those in the study group, the most common neurological problem was seizure (24%), followed by headache disorder (13%).
Method
Many patients reported a neurological problem that could not be clasThe present study includes both an analysis of the outcomes of pa- sified into a precise diagnostic category (31%); these are the patients
tients who were VFSA recipients and a survey of GPs. As a clinical with “unspecified” symptoms.
audit based on outcome analysis and maintaining patient confidentiality without the need to obtain new information from patients, this Table 2. Reasons declined face-to-face consultation
audit was deemed minimal risk and did not require approval by an
Ethics Committee.
Reason
Number of patients
In this study, we identified referrals to the Neurology Department
of the Nelson Marlborough District Health Board via the Electronic Simple advice only
122
Request Management System (ERMS) forms displayed on Health Con- Limited resources
112
nect South. This captured 555 referrals between August 2018 and the Did not meet the threshold to be seen 13
end of July 2019. Five patients were transferred to another department, Referral to another department
12
three referrals were declined by the patient, and in one case the out- Insufficient information
6
come was unknown. Of the remaining referrals, 546 were accepted. Patient had declined to be seen
4
Two-hundred and seventy were accepted for a face-to-face consulta- Patient unable to attend appointment 2
tion. Two-hundred and seventy six (50.5% of those accepted) were Cause for the symptoms was found
1 (spinal canal stenosis)
triaged to VFSA. Patients who had been triaged to VFSA from the
referrals where those who were less likely to have serious pathology. Table 2 shows reasons why a patient declined a face-to-face consultation
and given a VFSA instead. Of the patients triaged to VFSA, the most
Results
common reason for not receiving a face-to-face consultation was where
We recorded the neurological diagnoses of the 276 patients that had simple advice was required (44%), followed by where there were limited
been triaged to VFSA and the reason as to why they had been de- resources (40.5%).
clined a face-to-face consultation.
We examined the outcomes of these patients across four domains: patients who were admitted to ED for the same neurological
VFSA GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
problem, patients who were re-referred to neurology, patients who
sought private healthcare, and patients who died during the specified
Table 1. Neurological diagnosis of patients in study
period. Information regarding their outcomes was gathered from clinical records on the Health Connect South server.
Condition
Seizure
Headache disorders
Peripheral neuropathy
Tremor
Stroke
Family history of aneurysm
Cognitive impairment
Transient ischemic attack
Multiple sclerosis
Restless leg syndrome
Trigeminal neuralgia
Unspecified
Motor neurone disease
Transverse myelitis
Idiopathic intracranial hypertension
Myasthenia gravis
Syncope
Bell’s palsy
Parkinson’s disease
Small vessel disease
Hereditary spastic paraparesis
Spinal cord haemangioma cavernosa
Amnesia
Cerebral palsy
Horner’s syndrome
Cauda equina syndrome

		

Number of patients
66
35
13
11
7
7
6
5
5
3
3
86
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 3. Outcomes for patients who received VFSAs
Outcome

Number
Percentage Characteristics
of patients (3 sf)
Admission to
8
2.9%
4 for seizures
ED for the same
1 for eye pain
neurological
1 for headache
problem
1 for trigeminal neuralgia
1 for dementia
Re-referral
31
11.1%
8 for seizures
following VFSA
4 for peripheral neuropathy
2 for migraine
1 for stroke
1 for transverse myelitis
1 for trigeminal neuralgia
Sought private
6
2.2%
2 for tremor
healthcare
2 for seizures
1 for multiple sclerosis
1 for cerebral palsy
Death
6
2.2%
None preventable
1 for progressive neurological
disorder
5 not related to neurological
condition
ED = Emergency Department. sf = significant figures.
VFSA = Virtual First Specialist Appointment.
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The results showed that of those triaged to VFSA, 2.9% were admitted to ED for the same neurological problem over the 11-month
period (Table 3). It was noted that seizure was the most common
condition that led to ED admission and re-referral for the VFSA group.
Of the four patients who were admitted to ED with seizures, three
ended up being seen in neurology clinic, two of whom were seen
privately. The other patient was provided with additional advice on
medication. The patient admitted with eye pain was also seen. The
patient with the headache disorder was still unable to be seen. For
patients who presented to ED with trigeminal neuralgia and dementia,
it was recommended that they were referred to the pain service and
older people’s health departments, respectively.
Eleven percent of patients were re-referred for the same neurological problem (Table 3). Of these, 31 patients were re-referred for
the same neurological problem, and 16 (51.6%) of the patients were
seen in the neurology clinic. Eight patients were given further written
advice. For five of the patients, it was recommended that they were
referred to another department. One patient was seen by a clinical
nurse specialist and one patient became well.
Overall, both ED admission rates and re-referral rates remain low.
According to Health Connect South, 2.2% of patients in the study
group sought private healthcare for the same neurological problem
following receipt of VFSA (Table 3). As it relies on the neurologist
uploading the referral letter to Health Connect South, it was not
possible to capture all the private referrals. The data also could not
include all the private referrals completed by a GP or other primary
healthcare provider. It is therefore likely this is a gross underestimation of the true value.
By the end of July 2019, six patients, (2.2% in the study group) had
died. However, each of these was in the context of a complex and
gradual decline, where co-morbidities and frailty were a factor (Table
3). Only one patient had passed away from a neurological cause – they
declined due to very advanced progressive supranuclear palsy, for
which there was no specific treatment indicated, and only supportive
management was advocated. One of the patients with known dementia passed away from a hip fracture, with multiple recent admissions
for falls and collapse. One patient passed away in the cardiology ward,
of a suspected cardiac cause. One had metastatic cancer, and one had
a cardiac arrest. The cause of death was unknown for one patient but
deemed unlikely to be a neurological cause.
The current triaging process has resulted in the majority of the
patients who are recipients of VFSAs having ‘unspecified’ symptoms,
followed by those who had been diagnosed with a seizure (Table 1).
Additionally, the most common situation where a patient was declined
a face-to-face consultation and given a VFSA, was where it was seen
that only simple advice was needed (Table 2). In this small study, overall ED admission rates, re-referral rates, and rates of patients seeking
private healthcare were low. There were also no deaths attributable
to the VFSAs. This would suggest that the current triaging system
may also be structured in a way that keeps these measured risks low.
We conducted a survey to gather information on the opinions of
GPs. The GPs who were contacted were identified via Health Connect South as those who had received a VFSA letter for at least one of
their patients between August 2018 until the end of July 2019. 115 GPs
were contacted via an email through their practice manager, which
requested that they complete a short survey consisting of four multiple-choice questions and including space for additional comments.
There were only 17 responses (response rate 14.8%).
Table 4. Pertaining to the patient(s) you referred to Neurology, how
helpful did you find VFSA?
Very Helpful
Moderately Helpful
Slightly Helpful
Not Helpful
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43.75%
37.50%
18.75%
0%

VFSA = Virtual First Specialist Appointment.
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Table 5. Did the advice provided in the VFSA enable you to
implement a plan of care for your patient?
Yes
Moderately
Slightly
Not at all

56.25%
31.25%
12.50%
0%

VFSA = Virtual First Specialist Appointment.
Table 6. Following receipt of VFSA, did you require subsequent
advice for your patient(s)?
Yes
No

50.00%
50.00%

VFSA = Virtual First Specialist Appointment
Table 7. If you selected yes to the previous question, tick the
following that apply.
You have referred a patient to private practice
You have contacted Neurology for further written advice
You sought advice over the telephone on the
neurological problem
You have re-referred a patient to Neurology for the same
neurological issue
You have sent a patient to ED for assessment of the
neurological condition
None of the above

0%
22.22%
33.33%
33.33%
0%
11.11%

ED = Emergency Department.

As reflected in the multiple-choice question responses from the survey, as well as the comments given, VFSAs were generally regarded by
the general practitioners as being helpful in generating a plan of care
for the patient. Forty-three percent of the surveyed GPs found VFSAs
“very helpful”, and 37.50% found VFSAs “moderately helpful” (Table 4).
Fifty-six percent of GPs found that the advice provided in the VFSA
enabled them to implement a plan of care for the patient (Table 5).
However, this survey found that 50% of GPs required subsequent advice following the VFSA (Table 6). It was also found that 33.33% of GPs
sought further advice over the telephone and 22.22% sought further
written advice following receipt of VFSA (Table 7). Thirty-three percent of GPs that responded to this survey had re-referred a patient to
Neurology for the same neurological problem, while none had sent a
patient to ED for assessment of this problem (Table 7).
The data gathered from the survey is likely to have been subject to
bias, reducing its internal validity. The response rate of 14.8% indicates
that there may be volunteer bias. The survey was conducted retrospectively, which asked the GPs to recall the outcomes of patients
from at least six months ago. This introduces a degree of recall bias.
The small sample size means that the data has poor generalizability to
other populations.
Discussion
The above results indicate that there is a potential for VFSA to transform current practice. It is likely that the low rates of ED admission and
re-referral are attributable to efforts to minimize clinical risk. For example, selection of cases with low suspicion of serious pathology, and
encouragement that when new concerns arise, they are communicated
to the neurology service. The high acceptance rate for re-referrals of
51.6% would also serve to minimize the risk of harm to the patient.
The results of the present study also appear to align with the research of the 2008 study. The rates of 11.1% and 2.9%, for re-referral
and ED admission, respectively, appear to be similar figures to those
of the 2008 study, which were 11.26% and 5.86%, respectively.4
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It is impossible to ascertain whether the number of adverse events
would be different if the patients had received a face-to-face consultation as opposed to VFSA. However, given that there were low
numbers of adverse events and that there is often a wait time of
several months for a specialist appointment, the evidence points towards VFSA as a safe alternative. However, with a small sample size in
this study and the upward trend in using VFSA consultations, further
research is necessary.
Examining the acceptance of VFSA by general practitioners is essential, to determine whether the VFSA is helpful and has a place in
primary practice. Our survey attempted to assess this, but with a poor
response rate, the results yielded from this are of little value. The
survey was conducted via email, which is typically a low-yield method
of data collection. In the future, the information could be gathered in
another way, to derive more reliable and meaningful results.
A limitation of this study is that it did not assess the acceptance of
VFSAs by those performing them, for example, neurology consultants.
Likewise, patient acceptance of VFSA was not addressed in this study.
It would be important to determine whether patients felt that VFSA
adequately addressed their concerns, and this is an area of research
which has not be explored. Patient-centered outcomes, compared
with virtual consultations such as quality of life and functional status,
should be evaluated in comparison to face-to-face consultations.
Another limitation of this study is that the markers of efficacy for
VFSAs were restricted to re-referrals, admissions to the Emergency Department, whether private healthcare was sought, and deaths.
These outcomes are highly management-focused; however, the quality
of care afforded by the VFSA is equally important. Further research,
for example into determining the patient perspective, is needed to
address this.
To address the underlying concern of the resource deficit in neurology, it would be important to perform a full cost-benefit analysis of
VFSA compared to face-to-face consultation. A randomized control
trial in 2001 compared the price of real-time teleneurology with conventional neurological care, where teleneurology in this study involved
consultations via video-calling. This study found that teleneurology
generated more investigations and reviews. As such, the cost of a
teleneurology consultation was 72 pounds, compared with 42 pounds
with conventional care.6 With the low rates of adverse events and
other measured outcomes in this study, VFSA may more viable alternative than video consultation, but a full cost-benefit analysis should
be performed to assess this.
There are likely to be many emerging technological methods for
optimizing the use of existing resources, especially in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic, where social distancing has both necessitated and fast-tracked the development of virtual alternatives to medical
care. This research article aims to contribute to the growing body
of research in telemedicine and to inform future transformations of
health services in urban and rural New Zealand.
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ACADEMIC: ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Remote clinical assessment of
inflammatory bowel disease using
smartphone applications
Natasha Mitchell, Russell Walmsley
Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic, relapsing disease requiring ongoing monitoring. Smartphone applications will allow remote monitoring of a large geographical catchment of Waitematā District Health Board (WDHB). IBDSmart (Otago University/Gut Health
Network) is a phone application for patients to self-report flares and
monitor disease using validated scoring systems. IBDSmart has been
shown to be non-inferior to standard care and to reduce face-to-face
appointments. IBD-Disk® provides validated visual representation of
Quality of Life (QoL), allowing for patient-centred discussions in clinic
and tracking QoL with treatment. The aim of this study was to understand if these applications are feasible in the outpatient setting in
terms of patient/clinician feedback and validity of patient’s scores.
METHODS

IBD patients attending WDHB gastroenterology clinics were recruited over the phone, emailed brochures, and asked to complete
IBDSmart/IBD-Disk® surveys one to two weeks before their appointments. Clinicians were provided with Harvey Bradshaw Index (HBI)/
Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index (SCCAI) at appointment and
reminded to discuss IBD-Disk® responses. Feedback was collected
using five-point scoring of five affirmative statements.
RESULTS

Eighty-four participants were contacted; 45 used IBDSmart and 10
used IBD-Disk®. Nine clinicians were involved. There were technical issues; IBDSmart links expired within 48hours, and IBD-Disk®
does not work in Android Operating Systems 9.0–11.0. The majority (≥60%) of participants and clinicians either completely agreed or
agreed with statements. Correlation between clinician and patient
scores was moderate (R 2 for HBI 0.52, for SCCAI 0.49).
CONCLUSIONS

Both applications are highly useable and accepted by patients and clinicians. However, technological issues need to be addressed. Correlation of scores could be improved through increased patient education
and application design.

an annual incidence of IBD of 38.1 per 100,000, there is an increasing
demand for a more efficient way of managing IBD.2 In rural parts of
New Zealand, patients carry this cost in many ways, such as the cost
of travel and time.3 Waitematā District Health Board (WDHB) covers
a large land area, from one of its most southern points at Cornwallis,
to the most northern point of the Greater Auckland region, meaning
that many patients incur an extensive travel and time cost to attend
an outpatient appointment.4
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic throughout
2020 has proved that patient care can be delivered from a distance
with phone consultations. A recent meta-analysis proved that gut-related e-health applications have improved outpatient management by
promoting self-management skills and reducing the number of appointments.5 Rural New Zealanders with IBD have emphasized the
importance of developing self-management skills.3 IBDSmart was developed by the University of Otago in collaboration with Gut Health
Network. IBDSmart is an application that allows patients to report
flares and track their disease using the validated scoring systems of the
Harvey Bradshaw Index (HBI) or the Simple Clinical Colitis Activity
Index (SCCAI). IBDSmart was trialled over several DHBs to remotely
monitor symptoms over a 12-month period, along with IBD-Doc, a
faecal calprotectin detection application.6 It was non-inferior to standard outpatient care with respect to hospital admissions and reduced
face-to-face appointments, allowing for an “as-needed” care model.6
Due to the chronicity of IBD, it can have a huge burden on quality
of life (QoL).7 In a recent survey, 56% of patients felt their IBD affected
their career path, and 35% of patients didn’t pursue an intimate relationship due to their IBD.8 However, doctors often don’t ask patients
about their QoL, even though management plans are orientated at
improving it.8 Hence, IBD-Disk® was developed as a self-assessment
tool to measure QoL in patients with IBD.9 This was based on the
IBD-disability index (IBD-DI). A pharmaceutical company, AbbVie, has
supported development of this application using visual representation
of disease burden as an assessment tool.9 This is designed to be able
to track quality of life goals and aid patient-centred discussions in appointments.9 More recently, IBD-Disk® has been validated against the
IBD-DI, allowing it to be used in clinical practice.10
The previous IBDSmart trial compared remote monitoring, in
conjunction with point-of-care faecal calprotectin measurement, to
standard care.6 This project aimed to develop and confirm the feasibility of introducing IBDSmart and IBD-Disk® into clinical practice at
WDHB. Feasibility will be measured by participant and clinician feedback on the applications and validity of participant HBI/SCCAI scores.

Introduction
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) can be grouped into two main diseases: ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). Both of these
illnesses are relapsing-remitting diseases, whereby “flares” can present
in a variety of ways. UC tends to present with bloody diarrhoea,
and CD can present in a variety of ways, including abdominal pain, Methods
diarrhoea, or perianal disease.1 Due to this relapsing-remitting pres- This study had ethical approval by the WDHB Research and Knowlentation, patients with IBD require extensive tracking with their gas- edge Centre (RM14841). All patients provided informed consent prior
troenterologist in an outpatient setting. Given the rising burden, with to participating in the study.
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118 Eligible
patients

STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Study participants were recruited from patients with gastroenterology outpatient appointments at WDHB between the 4th of November
2020 and the 8th of January 2021. Participants were included if they
had a confirmed diagnosis of UC or CD and were between 18 and
80 years of age. Patients were excluded if they did not own a smartphone or required translators.

84 Recruited

IBDSmart
STUDY DESIGN

IBD-Disk®

Feedback
Surveys

Participants were recruited over the phone one to two weeks prior
to their outpatient clinic appointment. They were asked to complete
39 (49.4%)
an HBI or SCCAI on IBDSmart twice: once when they first down45 response
10 completed
44 (52.4%)
loaded the application and again on the week of their clinic. They lost to follow-up
(53.6%)
(11.9%)
completed
were also asked to download IBD-Disk®, complete a survey, and send
surveys
an email of their result to the IBD Clinical Nurse Specialist. They
also received the information sheet, consent form, a brochure on
36 (42.9%)
9 (9.5%)
how to use the applications, and instructions via email. Participants
completed one
completed two
were reminded to complete surveys by either text, call, or email. At
score
scores
participants’ clinic appointments, they were invited to sign a consent
form; at this point, participants could choose to opt out of the study. Figure 1: Participant flow diagram
The treating clinician was provided with the participant’s HBI/SCCAI
and reminded to discuss the IBD-Disk® result. Clinicians recorded Results
the participant’s HBI/SCCAI and whether they discussed the partici- PARTICIPANT FLOW
pant’s IBD-Disk® result. Participants provided feedback by completing The rates of participant recruitment and loss to follow-up are shown
a survey either on paper or online. Clinicians provided feedback by in Figure 1. One-hundred and eighteen patients were eligible, and of
completing a survey at the end of the trial, either on paper or online. these eligible participants, 34 declined to participate or could not be
contacted, and thus 84 patients were recruited. The reasons for patients not being recruited and not completing the HBI/SCCAI surveys
OUTCOMES
on IBDSmart are shown in Table 1. The most common reason re1. Participant-reported usability and acceptability:
Participants were asked to complete a feedback survey at their corded for loss to follow-up was due not downloading the IBDSmart
clinic appointment. The survey consisted of a series of ten state- application within the 48-hour expiry period.
ments rated on a five-point scale from completely agree (1) to
completely disagree (5). The statements were related to how Table 1: Table showing the reasons for participants not being
comfortable participants felt using the applications, whether par- recruited and reasons for not completing the HBI/SCCAI in order
ticipants felt the applications were useful, and whether they want- of occurrence.
ed to use them again in future. This survey included a free-text
feedback question asking for comments which provided qualitative Reasons for not being recruited (n)
Reasons for not completing
data. Qualitative data were analysed and organised into themes.
HBI/SCCAI (n)
> Not contactable (more than
> Did not download IBDSmart
2. Clinician-reported usability and acceptability:
3 missed calls +/- no response to
before the 48-hour expiry
Clinicians were asked to complete a feedback survey at their final
text messages) (8)
period (9)
clinic in the study. Two clinicians were asked to complete the survey
> Changed their mind (8)
twice, as they had seen a large number of participants, to allow for > Felt they were too busy to sign
up (5)
> Tentative appointment (8)
more data collection. The feedback survey consisted of a series of
10 statements rated on a five-point scale from completely agree (1) > Felt they were not good at using > Rescheduled appointment or
technology (2)
clinic was cancelled (3)
to completely disagree (5). These related to how useful the applica> Consent form not signed (3)
tions were at clinic appointments, whether they could replace face- > Don’t have a smartphone (2)
> DNA clinic appointment (2)
to-face care, and whether they wanted to use them again in future. > Illiterate (1)
> Hard of hearing (1)
> Patient over-reported symptoms (1)
3. Validity of patient reported HBI or SCCAI:
> Recovering from surgery (1)
The participant-reported HBI or SCCAI was compared to clinician > Require translators (1)
> Other (4)
reported scores. The clinician received the participant-reported > Patient in prison (1)
score that was closest to their clinic appointment. The two scores > Not interested (1)
> Other (12)
were compared, and R 2 and p value were calculated.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

n = number. HBI = Harvey Bradshaw Index.

Background data was collected for each patient and separated into SCCAI = Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index. DNA = Did not attend
two groups: patients with CD and patients with UC. Patients’ age,
gender, ethnicity, years since diagnosis, other diagnoses, medications, There were 10 participants who completed and emailed the IBDsurgical interventions, and Montreal Classification were collected.11 Disk® survey. However, IBD-Disk® was not updated to work on
Categorical baseline characteristics were expressed as a percent- smartphones with Android Operating Systems 9.0, 10.0 or 11.0, hence
age and compared between each group using the Chi-squared test. the correspondingly low rate of users. The number of clinicians who
Continuous baseline characteristics were expressed as the mean and discussed the IBD-Disk® result was 11, as expected, due to such low
standard deviation and compared between each group using a t-test. rates of users.
Each feedback survey result was graphed, and the proportion of participants within each category was found. The patient reported and
clinician reported HBI and SCCAI values were also graphed, with correlations derived using the Pearson’s correlation test, and expressed
as the R-squared and probability (p) value.
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Participant Feedback on IBDSmart

BASELINE DATA

Variable
CD (N = 23)
UC (N = 22)
Time since diagnosis (y), mean±SD
12.3±11.9
8.3±7.6
Gender, n (%)
Male
12 (52.1)
10 (45.5)
Female
11 (47.8)
12 (54.5)
Ethnicity, n (%)
NZ European
17 (73.9)
12 (54.5)
Other European
4 (17.4)
3 (13.6)
NZ Maori
1 (4.3)
2 (9.1)
Other Asian
1 (4.3)
2 (9.1)
Chinese
0 (0.0)
1 (4.5)
Indian
0 (0.0)
2 (9.1)
Medications, n (%)
5-ASA
2 (8.7)
18 (81.8)
Thiopurine/methotrexate
16 (69.9)
7 (31.8)
Biologics
12 (52.2)
4 (18.2)
Prednisone
1 (4.3)
4 (18.2)
Surgical interventions, n (%)
Left hemicolectomy
1 (4.3)
0 (0.0)
Right hemicolectomy
7 (30.4)
0 (0.0)
Small bowel resection
4 (17.4)
0 (0.0)
Current colostomy
1 (4.3)
0 (0.0)
Current ileostomy
1 (4.3)
0 (0.0)
Montreal classification, n (%)
A1
5 (21.7)
A2
15 (65.2)
A3
3 (13.0)
L1
3 (13.0)
L2
7 (30.4)
L3
10 (43.5)
L4
5 (21.7)
B1
14 (60.9)
B2
6 (26.1)
B3
5 (21.7)
P
8 (34.8)
Location, n (%)
Ulcerative proctitis
4 (18.2)
Left-sided
7 (31.8)
Extensive
11 (50.0)
CD = Crohn’s Disease. n = number. N = number of participants.
NZ = New Zealand. SD = standard deviation. UC = Ulcerative colitis. y = years.
5-ASA = 5-aminosalicylic acid.

Number of responses

Table 2. Table showing baseline data from 23 participants with CD
and 22 participants with UC.
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Figure 2: Number of participant responses to statements on IBDSmart.
IBD = Inflammatory bowel disease.

ment “IBD-Disk results were useful in clinic appointments,” to which
there were only 31 responses, 29.0% responded as “neutral” and 3.2%
responded as “completely disagree.”
Participant Feedback on IBD-Disk®
Number of responses

The baseline data shows that there were 45 participants: 23 with CD
and 22 with UC. Both groups had similar background data, as shown
in Table 2, with the exception of medications and surgical interventions, as expected. The Montreal Classifications and other diagnoses
(data not shown) were noted.11
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Figure 3: Number of participant responses to statements on on IBD-Disk®.
IBD = Inflammatory bowel disease.

The qualitative feedback from participants in the comments was analysed and sorted into the three themes: issues with IBD-Disk®, IBDSmart enabled better communication and access to care, and issues
with the self-performed abdominal examination. Corresponding examples of comments received from participants are included below.
“Difficult to comment on IBD-Disk as it will not work on my phone.”

“I think it’s a great way to get in touch with the specialist and a proOUTCOME 1: PATIENT FEEDBACK SURVEY
active approach to managing my Crohn’s. My recent flare up meant
There were 44 anonymous responses for the patient feedback surI had to go to my General Practitioner to then be referred back to
veys regarding IBDSmart. Survey responses showed the majority of
my specialist which took time and meant my treatment was delayed
participants agreed with the affirmative statements, as shown in Figand in which time my condition worsened. So I think it’s great!”
ure 2.
There were fewer responses to the IBD-Disk® statements due to
“I found the apps easy to use and helpful. The only thing I wasn’t sure
lower number of participants able to use the application. Of the 32
about was the self-assessment of abdominal mass, I don’t think I
responses, the majority felt positively about IBD-Disk®, responding
would have rated it accurately without the face-to-face assistance/
either “agree” or “completely agree” to the affirmative statements as
guidance at clinic.”
shown in Figure 3. There is some variation in responses for two of
the IBD-Disk® statements. In response to “I would use IBD-Disk in
future,” 9.4% responded as “neutral” and 3.1% responded as “slightly OUTCOME 2: CLINICIAN FEEDBACK SURVEY
disagree,” reflecting the technical issues with IBD-Disk®. For the state- There were 11 anonymous responses for the clinician feedback surveys
regarding IBDSmart. For most of the statements, the majority of clini-
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Clinician Feedback on IBDSmart

Patient Reported HBI vs Clinician Reported HBI
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Figure 6: Participant reported HBI compared to clinician reported HBI.
R 2 value of 0.52, p value = 0.081. HBI = Harvey Bradshaw Index.
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Figure 4: Number of responses from clinician feedback on IBDSmart.
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cians responded as either “completely agree” or “agree” to the affirm5
ative statements as shown in Figure 4. There was some variation in
4
responses for two of the statements. In response to “Patient-report3
ed HBI/SCCAI on IBDSmart agreed with my own assessment,” 27%
2
of clinicians stated they were neutral and 9% stated they disagreed.
1
For the statement “Patient’s self-examination for HBI was accurate,”
0
of which there were only ten responses, 40% responded as “neutral”
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
and 10% responded as “disagree.”
There were between eight to ten responses for the statements on
Patient Reported SCCAI
IBD-Disk®. This reflects the technical issues with IBD-Disk® and the
corresponding lack of feedback clinicians were able to provide. The Figure 7: Participant reported SCCAI compared to clinician reported SCCAI. R 2
majority of responses were “agree,” as shown in Figure 5.
value of 0.49, p value = 0.11. SCCAI = Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index.

9

Discussion
This
study demonstrated that use of IBDSmart and IBD-Disk® is
8
7
7
feasible
in clinical practice; participants and clinicians found it useful
7
and wanted to use it in future. However, there is only a reasonable
6
correlation with clinician and participant HBI/SCCAI, and there are
5
technical issues with both applications.
4
Only 71% of eligible participants were recruited. The most com3
mon reason for not being recruited was due to being non-contacta2
1
1
1
1
1
ble. The loss to follow-up rate for IBDSmart was 46.4%, with the
1
most commonly reported reason being that participants changed
0
their minds and missing the 48-hour expiry period to download
IBD-Disk was
I will use
I will
useful for clinic
IBD-Disk again
recommend
IBDSmart. Technical issues with IBD-Disk® impacted participant use
appointments
IBD-Disk to a
colleague
of this application. IBD-Disk® would not work if participants had a
smartphone with Android Operating System 9.0, 10.0 or 11.0; this led
Completely agree
Disagree
to a low uptake in the participant population.
Agree
Completely disagree
The feedback from participants and clinicians showed that IBDSNeutral
mart is useful, they feel comfortable using it, and both parties wanted
to use it in the future. One of the limitations of IBDSmart is the
Figure 5: Number of responses from clinician feedback on IBD-Disk® statements.
discrepancy between participant and clinician reported HBI/SCCAI.
This is in part due to participants completing the survey too far in
OUTCOME 3: VALIDITY OF PATIENT REPORTED HBI/SCCAI
Participant reported scores were compared to clinician reported advance of their outpatient appointment, so their score is not repscores as shown in Figure 6 and 7. Participants tended to score them- resentative of their current presentation at their appointment. Howselves higher, which correlates to more severe disease, than clinicians ever, clinicians tended to track the change in HBI/SCCAI, rather than
did. The R 2 for patient-reported HBI compared to clinician-reported the absolute score, to understand their severity. Echarri et al 12 comHBI is 0.52 (p value = 0.081) and for SCCAI it was 0.49 (p value = 0.11). pare patient-reported HBI on smartphones to clinician-reported HBI
Although each clinician’s HBI/SCCAI score was not broken down, and confirmed a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 94%. Clinician
throughout the study, participants tended to score themselves highly and participant feedback showed that participants tended to score
on extraintestinal manifestations. The most common patient-report- themselves higher than clinicians on self-examination and extraintesed extraintestinal manifestation was joint pain, followed by eye prob- tinal manifestations. Ten percent of clinicians disagreed that “Patients’
lems (anterior uveitis). Twelve participants (27%) completed an HBI/ self-examination for HBI was accurate,” and 40% responded as “neuSCCAI survey a week or more in advance of their clinic appointment, tral.” Evertsz et al 13 developed a patient-reported HBI that excludes
so their disease state may have changed in the intervening time.
self-examination, which had a high correlation between the modified
HBI and original clinician-reported HBI. Participants overestimated
Clincian Feedback on IBD-Disk

Number of responses
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extraintestinal manifestations, with joint pain being the most common. For successful incorporation of IBDSmart into clinical practise,
better education needs to be provided to help patients accurately
identify extraintestinal manifestations and abdominal masses. Echarri
et al 12 and Marín-Jiménez et al 14 provide an excellent example of how
this can be presented and this correlated with a high sensitivity and
specificity for their patient reported HBI/SCCAI.
Clinicians and participants indicated they would like to use IBDDisk® again but that it wasn’t useful at their clinic appointment. This
is a reflection on the lack of use by clinicians, as only 11 clinicians discussed their IBD-Disk® result and the main use of the application is to
encourage patient-centred discussions. For the future, technological
issues with IBD-Disk® will need to be fixed before the full extent of
the application’s use can be understood. Trials that are now underway
are further elucidating the use of IBD-Disk® in clinical practice, such
as identifying the most disabling aspects of IBD and how these can
be managed.15
FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Immediate period

> Improve response rates by recruiting patients at face-to-face clinic
appointments.6 Extend the IBDSmart expiry period and continue
collaborating with the developers of IBD-Disk® to resolve the issues on Android Operating Systems to improve response rates.
> Improve accuracy of patient reported HBI/SCCAI by educating patients on extraintestinal manifestations and self-examination skills
when recruiting them at face-to-face clinics.
Long term

> Improve sensitivity and specificity of patient-reported scores
by showing images of extraintestinal manifestations, as done by
Echarri et al12 and Marín-Jiménez et al,14 rather than making it an
option to view the images. Replace the HBI with a modified HBI
mentioned above, with the aim of resolving issues with patient
self-examination.13
Conclusion
This study has introduced the smartphone applications IBDSmart
and IBD-Disk® into the clinical care of IBD patients at WDHB and
shown their acceptance and relevance. However, there are some
technical issues that need to be addressed, primarily the 48-hour time
frame for IBDSmart and issues with IBD-Disk® on Android Operating
Systems 9.0–11.0. The future for IBDSmart requires greater concordance between patient reported HBI/SCCAI and clinician HBI/SCCAI.
Therefore, patient education is required, potentially in a similar form
to that demonstrated by Echarri et al,12 and consideration of using a
modified HBI.13 The future of IBD-Disk® relies on fixing the issues
outlined above, but it has shown its value in this and other studies.15
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ACADEMIC: CASE REPORT

The diagnosis and management of
hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia
Sita T. Clark, Bobae Lee, Conor Rea, Bob Eason

Abstract
Hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia (HH) is an uncommon but important differential to consider in patients without diabetes mellitus (DM)
presenting with abnormal neurological and autonomic symptoms. Insulinomas are the most common cause of HH in adults. However,
insulinomas themselves are rare and are therefore often missed. We
herein report on a 72-year-old non-diabetic Pākehā male with an
insulinoma, presenting with recurrent bouts of hypoglycemia and syncope. Imaging revealed a lesion in the pancreatic head, which was successfully medicated and resected soon after. This case demonstrates
the appropriate diagnostic evaluation and management of patients
with HH, particularly for those with insulinomas. Due to its rarity, HH
remains a confusing clinical presentation in patients without DM and
can prove to be a diagnostic challenge for many clinicians.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

The patient was alert, orientated to time/place/person. The remainder
of the examination was unremarkable and there was no abdominal
mass palpable.
INVESTIGATIONS WERE ALL PERFORMED THE FOLLOWING MORNING:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Glucose: 2.2 mmol/L (Normal 3.0 - 11.0)
Insulin: 11.9 mU/L (Normal 2.6 - 3 )
C-peptide: 963 pmol/L (Normal 370 - 1470)
Serum calcium: 2.35 mmol/L (Normal 2.10 - 2.55)
Serum prolactin: 337 mIU/L (Normal <350)
Sulphonylurea drug screen: No sulphonylureas detected
Normal liver, thyroid and renal function test. Normal haemoglobin,
early morning cortisol, parathyroid hormone and prolactin. Normal electrocardiogram.
Case
> Computed Tomography (CT) multiphase pancreas: 1.8cm hyperA 72-year-old non-diabetic Pākehā male presented to Middlemore
vascular mass in the anterior head of the pancreas.
Hospital following an episode of transient confusion and hypoglycae- > CT chest & abdomen: No metastatic disease identified.
mia. The patient had eaten lunch at 1200, and spent the afternoon
building outside, before sitting down for a rest at 1530. The next thing SUMMARY
the patient remembers is being in an ambulance. His family reported This is a case of a 72-year-old non-diabetic Pākehā male presenting
difficulty rousing him from his chair and that he “appeared drunk” with with his third episode of confusion and hypoglycaemia over a twoslurred words and an unsteady gait. The patient’s capillary blood glu- year period. Physical examination was unremarkable and biochemical
cose level recorded in the ambulance at 1550 was 2.6mmol/L; his symp- investigations were consistent with hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia,
toms promptly resolved following glucose administration. There was no with CT evidence of a pNET.
history of urinary or faecal incontinence, tongue biting, or limb jerking.
No known fever, chest pain, shortness of breath, palpitations, headache, Discussion
limb weakness or loss of sensation. The patient reported no history Hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia (HH) is a rare and important difof early morning sweats, fainting, nausea, or unintentional weight loss.
ferential to consider in non-diabetic patients presenting with abnorThe patient had previously been admitted twice for two similar epi- mal neurological and autonomic symptoms.1 HH is characterised by
sodes in October 2019 and November 2020. Both times he presented inappropriately elevated insulin levels in the setting of hypoglycaemia.
with similar symptoms in the setting of hypoglycaemia (<2.8mmol/L), Insulinomas are the most common cause of HH in adults. However,
both of which resolved following glucose administration. The patient insulinomas themselves are rare, with an average incidence of 1 per
also reported experiencing two brief episodes of confusion, light-head- 250,000 patient-years worldwide.1–4 The average incidence of insuliedness and diplopia over the last two months, which resolved after nomas in Auckland, New Zealand is 1–2 cases per million population. 5
eating food. He does not monitor his blood sugar levels at home.
Hence, HH can be a confusing clinical presentation in patients without
His past medical history includes osteoporosis and osteoarthritis, DM and can prove to be a diagnostic challenge for many clinicians - as
for which he takes Risedronate sodium 35mg PO once weekly and illustrated by our index case.
paracetamol 1g PO QID PRN, respectively. He also has benign prostatic hyperplasia, for which he takes Terazosin 5mg PO OD. There CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND CLASSIFICATION
is no personal or family history of type 1 or type 2 diabetes melli- In non-diabetic patients presenting with hypoglycaemia, it is critical to
tus (DM). The patient has no access to any diabetic medications. His first identify the presence or absence of Whipple’s Triad. By definition,
family history is significant for a malignant pancreatic neuroendocrine patients with Whipple’s Triad have a reduced plasma glucose contumour (pNET), Ki-67 8.6%, pT2N1 with lymphatic spread, for which centration, symptoms/signs consistent with hypoglycaemia, and exhis sister recently underwent surgical resection. No genetic testing perience a resolution of their symptoms upon glucose administration.
has been performed. The patient is independent with mobilisation These features were all observed in this patient, who on admission
and with all activities of daily living, except driving. He has no allergies, had a plasma glucose concentration of 2.2 mmol/L and presented
has never smoked, and drinks ~1 beer per week.
with abnormal neurological symptoms, both of which resolved fol-
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lowing administration of glucose. It is important to note that while time of diagnosis, patients with insulinomas also often have a dampened
capillary blood glucose measurements are often used to identify adrenergic response due to the repeated nature of their hypoglycaemic
hypoglycaemia acutely, serum glucose measurements alone are still episodes.1 Typically, this causes the patient to present with more atyprequired to diagnose Whipple’s Triad. Establishing the presence of ical neuroglycopenic features, such as refractory seizures, personality
Whipple’s Triad is imperative, as investigating hypoglycaemia further changes, and visual disturbances, resulting in further delays in diagnoin patients without Whipple’s Triad can carry unnecessary risks, time sis.1,3,10 This was also the case with this patient, who presented with the
and expenses without sufficient evidence of benefit.1,6
latter two symptoms and spent the majority of previous admissions
Symptoms of HH are subsequently divided into two groups based undergoing investigations to exclude cerebrovascular causes.
on etiology: neuroglycopenic and autonomic. Neuroglycopenic symptoms occur following brain glucose deprivation in the brain. Neuro- TREATMENT OF INSULINOMAS
glycopenic symptoms range from mental confusion, unsteady gait, and Surgical resection is considered first-line treatment for the majority
weakness, to focal neurological deficits, seizures and coma.1,3 In com- of insulinomas, particularly if they are <2cm and benign.6,8 Surgical reparison, autonomic symptoms occur following adrenergic activation moval, especially laparoscopic enucleation, carries a high success rate
and include palpitations, anxiety, sweating and tremors.3 Distinguish- (75–98%).3,8 Local regional ablative therapies can also be performed
ing between these two symptom groups is a critical second step to- in patients with elevated surgical risk or in those who decline surgery.8
wards obtaining the correct diagnosis in hypoglycaemic patients. Few Medical therapies such as diazoxide, somatostatin analogues and gluorganic hypoglycaemic disorders in non-diabetic patients are charac- cocorticoids can also be used to manage symptoms of hypoglycaemia
terised by autonomic symptoms alone.6,7 This patient only exhibited in the preoperative period or in patients not undergoing surgical therapy.8 Newer techniques, such as peptide receptors radionuclide therneuroglycopenic symptoms.
apy, have also been trialled in patients with inadequate hypoglycaemic
control.8 This patient was prescribed diazoxide 200mg PO BD and is
DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
Hypoglycaemic disorders are then investigated according to the currently being reviewed for surgery.
clinical characteristics and health status of the patient. In a well and
healthy patient, such as this patient, it is important to exclude alco- Conclusion
hol or drug-induced hypoglycaemia, including accidental, factitious, or In conclusion, this patient was a rare and interesting case that clearly
malicious hypoglycaemia.1,3,6 Following a comprehensive history and illustrated many of the difficulties and key steps to correctly managing
physical examination, this patient had no evidence of, or access to, a non-diabetic patient with recurrent episodes of spontaneous hypodrugs that could induce hypoglycaemia, nor any evidence of exces- glycaemia. This case demonstrates the importance of approaching this
sive alcohol consumption. His serum sulphonylurea drug screen was puzzling clinical problem in a systematic and comprehensive manner,
in order to minimise morbidity and delays in diagnosis. Finally, this paalso negative.
Patients without evidence of exogenous hyperinsulinaemia must tient’s case also illustrates the characteristic features of an insulinoma
then undergo a 72-hour fast or a mixed-meal-test in order to for- and the appropriate treatment pathway.
mally recreate the settings in which hypoglycaemia is likely to occur.1,3,6
Most patients within the Auckland region first undergo a modified
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due to excessive endogenous insulin production.
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an insulinoma.
7.

INSULINOMAS

Insulinomas can occur at any age but are most commonly identified
during the fifth decade of life. Recent studies have demonstrated an
increased incidence in males.2,3 The majority of insulinomas (90%) are
benign, small (<2cm), isolated lesions located within the pancreas - in
keeping with the findings of this patient’s CT. The remaining 5–10% of
insulinomas are malignant and typically present with lymph node or
hepatic metastasis at the time of diagnosis.3,9 Insulinomas can also occur as part of a genetic endocrine syndrome called Multiple Endocrine
Neoplasia Type 1 (MEN-1). These patients are at an increased risk of
having a greater number of lesions and of them being malignant.2,3,9
Due to the sporadic and non-specific nature of hypoglycaemic episodes in patients with HH, the diagnosis of an insulinoma is often delayed for many years. The median period between symptom onset and
diagnosis is two years,1,3 as demonstrated by our index case. By the
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ACADEMIC: CASE REPORT

Pembrolizumab induced refractory
ocular myasthenia gravis: A case report
Chaolan Zheng, Oliver Dugena

Abstract
Immune checkpoint inhibition is a new and promising therapy approved for the treatment of various malignancies. Pembrolizumab is a
potent tumour suppressor that acts by upregulating the immune system to recognise cancer cells, which may result in disrupted self-tolerance. We describe a case of seronegative ocular myasthenia gravis
after treatment with pembrolizumab for metastatic melanoma. Her
bilateral ptosis was refractory to conventional treatment, and she
remains functionally blind as a result. As the availability and use of
immunotherapy continues to rise, awareness of its immune-related
adverse effects (irAEs) is crucial for clinicians.
Introduction
Precision medicine has radically changed the treatment landscape of
advanced malignancies. Pembrolizumab is an immune checkpoint inhibitor with potent therapeutic effects against tumour cells that express programmed cell death 1 ligand (PD-L1).1 Approved for multiple
neoplasms, these monoclonal antibodies bind to PD-L1 and inhibit the
downregulation of T cells, allowing tumour suppression through immune system activation.2 However, disrupted self-tolerance can lead
to rare and serious immune-related adverse effects (irAEs), including
myasthenia gravis, autoimmune encephalitis, myocarditis, peripheral
neuropathies and inflammatory myopathies.1 Here, we describe a case
of seronegative ocular myasthenia gravis after treatment with pembrolizumab for metastatic melanoma.

were normal and creatine phosphokinase was not tested. Acetylcholine receptor (anti-AchR) and muscle-specific kinase (anti-MuSK)
antibodies were negative, while anti low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4 antibodies (anti-LRP4) were not tested. Her
cranial magnetic resonance image and computed tomography (CT)
of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis showed no evidence of vascular
or metastatic changes. Lumbar puncture and HbA1c were consistent
with her known diabetes mellitus. Repetitive nerve stimulation was
normal, but her single fibre electromyography (EMG) demonstrated
jitter, suggesting non-specific neuromuscular junction dysfunction. A
presumptive diagnosis of ocular myasthenia gravis was made on the
basis of compatible clinical presentation, single fibre EMG, and lack of
investigation findings suggestive for other disease pathology.
Multiple treatments were trialled, including pyridostigmine 60mg
three times a day, IV 1g methylprednisolone, and prednisone 60mg
once daily, with no effect. Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and
plasmapheresis were attempted, with no treatment benefit. The neurologist’s opinion remained that myasthenia gravis was the most likely
diagnosis, despite symptoms being refractory to treatment. Though
all conventional management strategies have been exhausted, our
patient remains functionally blind due to near-complete bilateral
ptosis. Despite her CT showing marked reduction in her mediastinal lymphadenopathy and lung metastases, the difficult decision to
discontinue her pembrolizumab had to be made. Oculoplastic surgical
intervention was the only option remaining as end-of-line treatment
for her bilateral ptosis.

Case report
We report a case of a 77-year-old Caucasian woman with metastatic Discussion
melanoma with mediastinal lymphadenopathy and lung involvement. While immunotherapy has advanced the treatment options for variHer medical history of note included pT1N0 low grade rectal adeno- ous malignancies, more needs to be understood regarding their associcarcinoma resected a decade prior, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and atrial ated immune-related adverse events (irAEs).1 Pembrolizumab-induced
fibrillation (on rivaroxaban 15 mg). When commenced on pembroli- myasthenia gravis appears to be a rare but well described phenomezumab monotherapy for her melanoma, she developed a grade 3 skin non with varying prognosis. Gutierrez et al.1 report that to date, there
toxicity reaction which required high dose steroids and subsequently are only ten reported cases, three of which are exacerbations and
delayed her second cycle by three weeks.
three are de novo. The clinical course and severity of symptoms apTwo weeks after the initiation of her second cycle, she presented pear to be variable, with some reported fatal outcomes secondary to
with new bilateral ptosis and intermittent blurring of vision. She denied myasthenic crisis.3 These irAEs are not limited to pembrolizumab or
associated headache, dysarthria, dysphagia, weakness, or numbness. the nervous system, as case reports of other anti-PD-1L therapies like
Her neurological examination six days after symptom onset revealed nivulomab and ipilimumab describe similar neurological, respiratory,
bilateral ptosis, limited left eye abduction, and horizontal diplopia. Her musculoskeletal, cardiac, ocular, and haematopoietic adverse events.3
ptosis was fatiguable, worse on her right, and improved with the ice Zimmer et al.4 found that neurological side effects often persisted depack test. No other cranial nerve deficits were elicited. Fatiguable spite treatment, with sequelae such as paresis and multifocal central
weakness of shoulder abduction was not clearly demonstrated, and nervous system demyelination. Their systematic review described
her power, tone and reflexes were normal. Her gait was cautious but multiple neurological syndromes associated with immune checkpoint
narrow based, with unremarkable sensory and cerebellar exams.
inhibition, including Tolosa-Hunt syndrome, a seronegative cause of
Initial investigations revealed hyponatraemia and hyperkalaemia, painful ophthalmoplegia, and Guillain-Barré syndrome, an acute delikely secondary to high stoma output, dehydration, and acute-on- myelinating disorder with ocular manifestations.4 Overlap syndromes
chronic renal impairment, which normalised. Thyroid function tests are well documented for immune-related myasthenia gravis (irMG).
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Concurrent myocarditis and/or myositis can manifest with irMG and
is often a predictor of poor outcome.5
Our case appears to have isolated ocular myasthenia gravis with
no significant systemic or respiratory involvement. Seronegative
myasthenia gravis appears to occur more commonly in ocular than
generalised presentations, with acetylcholine receptor antibodies detected in less than half of new-onset myasthenia gravis secondary
to anti-PD1L therapy.2,6 Myasthenia gravis is a known paraneoplastic syndrome of malignant thymoma, where an abnormal immune
response towards cancer cells results in antibodies that mistakenly
attack the nervous system.1 Thymoma was investigated and excluded
in our case through computed tomography, and evidence for other neoplasms causing paraneoplastic myasthenia gravis are lacking.1
Therefore a paraneoplastic antibody screen was not performed. It is
not uncommon for immune-related myasthenia gravis to be seronegative and refractory to treatment.3 Other literature reviews like
Gonzalez et al.3 have recommended steroids, infliximab, IVIG, and
plasma exchange as treatment, which our case mostly received, while
typically avoiding immunosuppressive medications. Many case reports
describe the discontinuation of cancer immunotherapy upon development of adverse events, and the decision to re-challenge or continue
treatment remains a difficult one, especially for those with a positive
cancer response.3

Issue 33 • December 2021
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we describe a case of seronegative ocular myasthenia
gravis that developed during the second course of pembrolizumab
therapy for her metastatic melanoma. Her bilateral ptosis was refractory to conventional immunotherapy, and she remains functionally blind as a result. This case highlights the need for a high index
of suspicion when patients on checkpoint inhibitors develop ocular
symptomatology, as their use continues to increase.
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ACADEMIC: VIEWPOINT

Drug law reform in Aotearoa:
The case for decriminalisation
of all substances
Christopher Mayo
Abstract
years (DALYs) per annum, with 1,800 DALYs attributable to methamRates of illicit substance use (ISU) in New Zealand are current- phetamine, and 1,000 DALYs attributable to cannabis.2
ly amongst the highest in the world,1 and ISU generates a national
In this article, I will advocate for the decriminalisation of personal
disease burden of 9,700 disability-adjusted life years per annum.2 I possession and use of all substances. In my view, this is the most
propose decriminalisation of personal possession and use of all sub- appropriate policy change for reducing the burden of disease of ISU.
stances as an appropriate policy change for reducing harm. This is a I will firstly explain the legislative changes I am advocating for, and I
position supported by the New Zealand Drug Foundation,3 the Drug will then justify this position with three main arguments: continued
criminalisation does not reduce substance use, it can exacerbate the
Policy Alliance,4 and the World Health Organisation.5
My suggested legislative changes involve repealing and replacing harms associated with ISU, and it increases inequities.
the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975, in particular Section 7 (which criminalises personal possession and use of illicit substances) and Section Replace the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975
13 (which criminalises possession of utensils associated with ISU). 6 The Misuse of Drugs Act 19756 was developed in a dramatically differI additionally support the cautioning and brief intervention referral ent social context to the present day, when less was known about the
scheme recommended by the Law Commission in 2011, as part of evidence surrounding drug policy. The Law Commission’s 2011 review
an overall move towards treating ISU as a health issue rather than a of the Misuse of Drugs Act found it to be inconsistent with harm
criminal justice issue.7
reduction principles, and recommended the Act be updated with
Evidence shows that criminalisation of personal possession and use several evidence-based recommendations. Rather than approaching
of substances is ineffective at reducing substance use,8–10 as it does ISU as a criminal justice issue, the review approached ISU as a health
not have a significant effect on substance supply or demand.7 Fur- issue first and foremost. A recommendation was made to institute a
thermore, criminalisation causes health harms to already vulnerable cautioning scheme, where substance users would be given cautions by
populations, as it leads to social exclusion,7 and it creates stigma which police, which would be followed up by referral to a brief intervention
deters substance users from help-seeking.11 Decriminalisation also al- session. Additionally, the review recommended that Section 13, which
lows for resources to be diverted from criminal justice to healthcare, criminalises the possession of pipes and other utensils associated with
which may be more effective at reducing harm.4 Criminalisation also ISU, be repealed.7
exacerbates existing inequities, particularly with respect to Māori,
In addition to these recommendations, I support the removal of
through uneven law enforcement.7,12 Decriminalisation of personal criminal penalties for personal possession and use of all substances (i.e.
possession and use of substances is an effective and evidence-based repealing and replacing Section 7 of the Misuse of Drugs Act), allowing
focus to be placed on education and treatment. This is in line with
harm reduction intervention.
policy changes recommended by the New Zealand Drug Foundation,3
Background
the Drug Policy Alliance,4 and the World Health Organisation, 5 and it
Illicit substance use (ISU) is a significant public health issue in New is similar to policy that has seen successful in Portugal.18 Note that this
Zealand, with cannabis and methamphetamine use in particular having position does not include support for legalisation: commercial dealing
high burdens of disease.2 Cannabis is used by 14.9% of New Zealand- and drug trafficking should remain illegal.
In 2019, the Misuse of Drugs Act was amended to give police disers, and 1.1% use methamphetamine, with use being higher for Māori,
males, and people living in the most socioeconomically deprived neigh- cretion to avoid prosecuting substance users if prosecution was not in
bourhoods.13 These usage rates are trending upwards and are pres- the “public interest.”19 The aim of this amendment was to divert more
ently amongst the highest in the world.1 Determinants of ISU include substance users into treatment rather than incarceration. However,
leaving formal education without qualifications, having peers or par- since the amendment, the number of police actions related to drug
possession has risen rather than fallen, and most police still deal with
ents who also use substances, conduct problems, and sexual abuse.14
ISU has many deleterious health effects including dependence, substance use as a criminal offence rather than a health issue. 20 It is
cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, metabolic disorders, in- evident that more dramatic change to the criminal status of substanccreased risk of cancer, unsafe driving, unsafe sexual behaviours, and es is needed.
intravenous drug use (leading to an increased risk of blood-borne
diseases), and various mental health sequelae (including cognitive im- Criminalisation of substances is ineffective
pairment, depression, anxiety, psychosis, and suicidality).15,16 ISU also The rationale behind criminalisation of substances is to reduce supply
leads to social exclusion, which deters help-seeking and perpetuates and demand, thereby reducing the number of people using substancnegative health effects.17 In total, substance use disorders are estimat- es and thus harm. However, evidence does not suggest that criminalied to generate a national health burden of 9,700 disability-adjusted life sation has been effective at reducing supply or demand.7
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The main factors driving illicit substance supply are associated with riskier ways of consuming drugs (for instance, injecting rather than
markets and the substances themselves, rather than legislation. Ease smoking through a pipe), and may deter people from participation in
of manufacture and distribution are the key factors influencing supply; needle exchange programmes.7
cannabis and methamphetamine are commonly used because they
are easy to obtain quickly.21 Criminalisation has only marginal effects Criminalisation of substances is inequitable
on the supply of illicit substances, particularly with established mar- As established earlier, ISU disproportionately affects Māori, males, and
kets such as cannabis and methamphetamine.7
people living in socioeconomically deprived neighbourhoods.13 Young
In terms of demand, proponents of criminalisation contend that people and Pacific peoples are also at high risk of harm from ISU.7
criminalisation sends a “signal” that ISU is unacceptable, thereby de- Harms associated with criminalisation will therefore disproportionterring potential substance users and thus reducing demand.7 How- ately affect these groups, perpetuating existing inequities.
Additionally, there are significant concerns that criminalisation is
ever, this perspective is not supported by evidence, as systematic reviews have consistently shown that decriminalisation is not associated associated with police discrimination. It is believed that insufficient
with increased ISU.8–10 Additionally, the “signal hypothesis” works by police resources exist to enforce substance possession laws consiststigmatising substance users, which comes with its own set of harms.11 ently, therefore, there will necessarily be uneven enforcement.7 This
In Portugal, decriminalisation was associated with reduced prob- has been shown to occur in a discriminatory manner: substance users
lematic substance use, including reduced use of injectable drugs and who are Māori, male, or who have had previous police contact are
increased age of initiation. Although the consistency and causal mech- more likely to be arrested and convicted of a drug-related offence
anism of these reductions are debated, ISU rates have at least not (even when controlling for baseline substance use rates).12 This exincreased dramatically, as ISU rates in Portugal remain below the Eu- acerbates the existing harms of criminalisation for these populations,
ropean average, and fears of Portugal becoming a drug-tourism des- further increasing inequity.
tination have not been realised.18,22 The United States, by comparison,
Uneven enforcement of substance possession laws was reinforced
have continually increasing rates of ISU despite relatively restrictive by the 2019 amendment to the Misuse of Drugs Act, which reaffirmed
drug laws.1 It is therefore clear that criminalisation, at best, does not police discretion when deciding to prosecute.19 Since this amendment,
reduce the prevalence of substance use.
more Māori and young people have come into contact with police,
and Māori are still disproportionately prosecuted.20 It is important
Criminalisation of substances is harmful
that future drug misuse legislation acts to reduce inequities, and deProsecution of substance users has many established harms that criminalisation of all substances is an important step towards this.
could be avoided if personal possession and use were decriminalised. Prison time is associated with poorer health outcomes. Criminal Conclusions
prosecution has negative effects on family relationships, employment, In the ten years since the Law Commission’s 2011 review of the Misfinances, and travel,7 and the resulting social exclusion has negative use of Drugs Act, there has been little action in the way of drug law
effects on health.17 It is acknowledged by many that it is unjust to fur- reform in New Zealand.20 The continued criminalisation of substances
ther victimise substance users, especially when use is driven by poor is ineffective, harmful, and inequitable, and ISU remains a significant
mental health, abuse, or family dysfunction.7
problem in New Zealand. As health professionals, it is our responsiFurthermore, many policing hours are consumed by prosecuting bility to advocate for decriminalisation to ensure optimal health outlow-level drug offences.7 Of the 62,000 people convicted of drug-re- comes for our communities.
lated offences in New Zealand between 2009 and 2018, 36,500 people were convicted for possession or usage.23 It is believed that diReferences
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ACADEMIC: ESSAY

The effects of health determinants
and inequities on acute myocardial
infarction in New Zealand:
An epidemiological essay
Gisela A. Kristono
that can affect the prognosis of the AMI. Research has shown that inAbstract
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) causes significant health burden terventional treatments (i.e. percutaneous coronary intervention and
worldwide, including in New Zealand (NZ). While there are individual coronary artery bypass grafting 9) result in better outcomes compared
risk factors that contribute to an increased risk of AMI, from an ep- with non-interventional treatments (i.e. medication alone), and that a
idemiological perspective, there are social, economic, environmental, delay to accessing these treatments results in a greater risk of comand political risk factors at a community, national, and international plications.10,11 Initiatives have been conducted to address some of the
level that can influence the individual risk factors. Specific health de- determinants affecting AMI, both at an individual and population level.
terminants include income and its relationship with economic costs For example, the NZ Ministry of Health set a health target from 2012
and governmental policies; the effects of non-governmental organisa- to 2016 to improve the rate of cardiovascular and diabetes mellitus
tions and an obesogenic environment on diet; and urbanisation and risk assessments, with rates improving from 49% to 90%.12 However,
its downstream effects on transport, access to healthcare, and oth- the significant health burden caused by AMI remains. This epidemioer health determinants. In addition, factors associated with inequity, logical essay will focus on five of the many health determinants that
which can be considered as health determinants themselves, are faced affect AMI in the NZ context: income, diet, urbanisation, Māori health
by Māori and women. This disproportionately increases the burden inequity, and gender health inequity.
of AMI in those population groups. Overall, these health determinants
should be targeted when considering population-based interventions Income
to reduce the incidence and complications of AMI in NZ.
The medical management of AMI involves polypharmacy.20 Patients
are usually on four to five cardiovascular medications when they are
Background
discharged from hospital after their AMI, which include dual antiplateCardiovascular disease causes significant mortality and morbidity let therapy, an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, a beta-blockworldwide.1,2 Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) is the biggest contributor er, and a statin.20 Even though prescriptions are subsidised,21 having to
to these statistics out of all the cardiovascular diseases,2 and acute unexpectedly pay $20 to $25 for medications may not be affordable
myocardial infarction (AMI), commonly known as a heart attack, is the for those on low incomes. Smoking is a significant risk factor for AMI
major acute event that occurs because of IHD.3 AMI causes a huge and is another determinant that is thought to be individual because
burden on the health system. The All New Zealand Acute Coronary it is up to the individual’s determination to quit.2 However, a meSyndrome Quality Improvement (ANZACS-QI) Registry reported ta-analysis has shown that there is a higher proportion of smokers in
that within 12 months after a first-time diagnosis of acute coronary low-income populations.17 Reasons for this could include less access to
syndrome (ACS), which encompasses AMI and unstable angina, 6% of smoking cessation resources, personality types (low-income people
patients experienced all-cause death, 9% experienced recurrent ACS, are more likely to focus on the present that future health consequencand 14% were readmitted to hospital with a presenting complaint es), and having a greater degree of normalisation about smoking in
related to their cardiovascular disease.4 According to the Ministry of their community.17 One of the most effective interventions to reduce
Health data, in 2016, 6.78% of deaths in New Zealand (NZ) were smoking prevalence is to increase the price of cigarettes,17 which has
due to AMI alone.5 The ANZACS-QI registry also stated that in 2016, been implemented in NZ. It now costs, on average, $33.40 for a pack14,464 hospitalisations in NZ were due to ACS,6 while the Ministry of et of cigarettes.22 However, this increase in cost affects low-income
Health data showed that AMI accounted for 11,807 (0.98%) of hos- populations the most, as they may have to forego something to buy
pitalisations.7 These statistics do not include primary healthcare visits a packet of cigarettes,17 such as medications, going to their general
and outpatient appointments due to AMI, which are additional costs practitioner (GP), or buying healthier food. The Ministry of Health
to the health system.
has set a health target of offering smoking cessation support to 90%
There are many health determinants underlying the burden of AMI, of patients engaging with primary health services.23 This is a good
as shown in the infographic (Figure 1). The INTERHEART study es- initiative, but relies on a patient’s autonomy (to present to their GP by
timated that about 90% of AMI events were associated with modifi- themselves), which may be less likely if they have low income.
able risk factors, such as exercise, smoking, high blood pressure, and
diet.8 However, these individual risk factors are influenced by popu- Diet
lation-based health determinants, such as an environment that pro- Low socioeconomic status (SES) and income limit access to a healthy
motes a sedentary lifestyle and advertising. There are also factors diet. Evidence-based guidelines for AMI often recommend either the
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Figure 1. An infographic depicting the international (yellow) and New Zealand-specific (green) health determinants that affect local or community (red) health determinants and then affect individual (purple) health determinants. These health determinants may be social, political, economic, or environmental factors. The structure of
the infographic is adapted from the Williams and Mohammed racism framework,13 while the contents of the model have been obtained from various sources.14–19
NGO = Non-governmental organisation; SES = Socioeconomic status.

Dietary Approach to Stopping Hypertension (DASH) diet or Mediterranean diet, as they have been shown to reduce cardiovascular risk.24,25
Both of these diets are similar in that they recommend intake of fruit
and vegetables, whole grains, poultry, low-fat dairy, and nuts.24,25 In
2015, the average cost of the Mediterranean diet was NZ$79.00 per
week per person,26 and in 2018, healthy diets costed $13.50 more per
week for a family of four compared with the standard NZ diet.18
Other than income and SES, other factors that affect AMI patients’
access to a healthy diet are advertising, Westernisation of diet, an
obesogenic environment, and health education. For example, 26% of
unhealthy foods have a “healthy” nutritional claim on the packaging,
which is misleading for those with poorer health literacy.18 There is
increased density of unhealthy foods around schools, a greater proportion (60%) of unhealthy food per metre of supermarket aisles, and
increased advertising of unhealthy food targeted towards children.18
However, there are determinants that improve healthy diet access
for AMI patients, such as the financial support of non-governmental
organisations (NGO). The Heart Foundation is one NGO funded by
many trusts and companies.27 They have produced several cookbooks
with healthy recipes, which can improve the education of AMI patients.27 Some of these cookbooks focus on affordability, with each
meal costing less than $3 per serving.27
Urbanisation
Another health determinant to discuss is urbanisation, which has had
more negative influences than positive on AMI. A positive effect is that
those who live in urban centres have faster access to tertiary hospitals,
where interventional treatment for AMI may be more readily available.28 However, urbanisation has disadvantaged Māori AMI patients,
which will be explored further in the “Inequalities faced by Māori”
section below. Urbanisation has also helped to perpetuate a sedentary and obesogenic environment. Cities have been planned around
motor vehicle transport, which increases the use of cars and public
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transport rather than cycling or walking.19 The emissions from cars
have been found to increase risk of AMI.19 Cities have fewer green
areas compared with more rural towns, which has been associated with poorer mental health (depression is associated with worse
outcomes after an AMI), stress, and decreased physical activity.29–31
Stress itself has been associated with increased risk of AMI and increased risk of death following AMI.32,33 Aside from transport, urban
environments have greater access to various types of takeaways and
unhealthy foods, which contribute to an obesogenic environment.19
Only five cities in NZ have at least one hospital with all interventional facilities: Auckland, Waikato, Wellington, Christchurch, and
Dunedin.11 The hospitals in these five cities not only provide interventional facilities for patients living in their respective cities, but also for
those living in the wider region. For example, Wellington Regional
Hospital provides these interventional services for patients living in
Wellington City, Hutt Valley, Wairarapa, Palmerston North, Hawkes
Bay, and Whanganui.34 The centralisation of interventional services
contributes to these delays, as patients from outside the Wellington
region, for example, will require more time to reach Wellington Hospital than a Wellington resident.
Inequities faced by Māori
Māori patients who have an AMI face inequities, as they disproportionately receive more non-interventional treatments and greater delays in reaching the hospital.11 Compared to non-Māori, Māori have
had consistently higher rates of hospitalisation and worse outcomes
due to IHD,35 which can be linked to many underlying determinants.
Frustratingly, this inequity is a common picture for Māori across most
health conditions.36 At an individual level, Māori have higher smoking
rates, poorer diets, and higher rates of comorbidities, which are all
factors that increase AMI risk.16,36 Although these individual factors
are often blamed on a person’s “choice,” many social, environmental,
economic, and political factors underpin these, as shown in Figure 1.
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For example, urbanisation in areas where European settlers were
more densely populated has meant that a greater proportion of
Māori live in rural areas, where there is disproportionate access to
healthcare.37,38 This is one of the reasons why Māori have more delayed presentations to hospital for AMI, which leads to a greater risk
of complications.39
A higher proportion of Māori have a lower SES, which has been
associated with worse outcomes after AMI and unstable angina.40 In
these areas of higher deprivation, there is often easier access to fast
food and alcohol.41,42 A lower SES means a lower income, which reduces a person’s ability to afford healthy food, health services, and
access to physical activity facilities.2 These all result in more comorbidities that relate to AMI.37 Māori are more likely to be born into families
with lower SES, and it is harder for them these children to leave this
low SES group due to poorer education, reduced job opportunities,
and lower incomes.16 A poorer education impacts health literacy and
influences these individual-based health determinants.16
After controlling for factors that influenced a cardiologist’s decision
to perform coronary angiography, Māori are 5% less likely to receive
angiography for AMI.39 Kerr et al.39 found that only 58.2% of Māori
received coronary revascularisation, compared with 68.6% of Europeans. One reason for these differences could be a component of Nga
Hau e Wha from the Meihana model: racism.16,43 This can be seen in
a health workforce that lacks Māori representation, limited cultural
competency education, a Westernised model of NZ healthcare, and
health budgets and policies that do not address inequities, but target
large population numbers instead.44 These system-level factors must
be addressed to be able to reduce the burden of AMI in Māori.
Gender inequity
There are also gender inequities that influence AMI. Part of this inequity stems from past research practices, where studies that produced our current understanding of AMI had male-only cohorts.15,45
Even with today’s sex-generic research practices, women make up
only 30% of AMI cohorts.4,15,28,46 If there is a smaller proportion of
women in cohorts, study results will be more heavily influenced by
the majority in the cohort, i.e. men, and studies will be less likely to
have sufficient power to draw conclusions specific to women alone.
More recent evidence has shown that women have a different presentation of AMI to men, where women are more likely to experience
radiating pain as the primary symptom and less likely to have central
chest pain.47 As the “typical” AMI presentation is based on the male
presentation, it may take longer for women to present to hospital and
be diagnosed with AMI.48 This may be one reason why women with
ST elevation AMI experience greater delays than men in receiving
coronary angiography and interventional treatment.49 Even if women receive the same interventional treatments as men, they are still
more likely to have worse outcomes after their AMI,49 which has been
postulated as due to a lack of understanding of AMI pathophysiology
in women.15 In addition, a systematic review by Resurrección et al.50
showed that women have less engagement with cardiac rehabilitation.
Altogether, these factors may contribute to women having a higher
risk of adverse outcome following interventional treatment.9,49,51
Conclusion
There are many health determinants at various levels (individually,
within a community, nationally, and internationally) that contribute
to a patient’s risk of AMI as well as subsequent health risks following
the AMI. A few examples include research practices, diet, and urbanisation. Several of these health determinants have led to inequities
for AMI management and outcomes in Māori and women. Population-based strategies are required to mitigate the negative effects of
these health determinants and reduce NZ’s AMI burden.
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Abstract
Multicentre studies pose a significant challenge given the time and
resources required to collect data across multiple hospitals. Studentand trainee-led collaborative networks provide a vehicle with which
to perform multicentre studies quickly and efficiently while empowering early career researchers. This article will outline i) what student- and trainee-led collaborative research is, ii) how this model of
research has been implemented in Aotearoa New Zealand through
the Surgical Trainee Research, Audit, and Trials Aotearoa (STRATA)
Collaborative, and iii) how and why medical students interested in
surgery should get involved.
Introduction
Medical students and trainees are incredibly motivated, intelligent, capable, and have a lot to offer to both clinical care and research. Student- and trainee-led collaborative research is a model for conducting
surgical research where junior and early career researchers (including
medical students, house officers, registrars, and fellows) take the lead
to deliver high-quality research. This model of research is exemplified
by an ethos of collaboration and teamwork, in order to produce research that is impactful and helps to inform clinical practice. Collaborative research also provides a platform to improve research literacy
and disseminate research skills.
This article will outline i) what student- and trainee-led collaborative research is, ii) how this model of research has been implemented
in Aotearoa New Zealand through the Surgical Trainee Research, Audit, and Trials Aotearoa (STRATA) Collaborative, and iii) how and why
medical students interested in surgery should get involved.
What is collaborative research?
STRUCTURE
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Figure 1: Structure for collaborative research

study. Each hospital will have a student or trainee hospital lead and
supervising consultant. The consultant should direct the hospital lead
towards appropriate departmental contacts who need to be aware of
the study, as well as research, audit, and cultural review staff who will
all need to approve the study for it to run at their site. This provides a
useful opportunity to upskill hospital leads into the administrative aspects of surgical research. Finally, and most importantly, each hospital
will have a group of between two to five data collectors who are the
backbone of the collaborative research model. These collaborators
are responsible for the collection of patient data as per strict ethical
principles, in accordance with the overall study protocol. Facilitating
data collection often requires coordination with nursing teams, clinical
records staff, and operating theatre staff. Depending on the study,
other roles include national leads, who often liaise with national governing bodies for obtaining nation-wide ethical approvals, independent
data validators, who will review a portion of collected data for the second time, together with statistical analyses groups and writing groups,
who are both involved in progressing the study towards publication.

Student- and trainee-led research collaboratives are structurally organised through a steering committee, external advisory group, and
regional networks to deliver multicentre research studies. The steering
committee helps facilitate the running of the organisation. Alongside BRIEF HISTORY
the committee is a network of students and trainees that are interest- The first trainee-led surgical research collaborative was the West Mided in research and bring enthusiasm and motivation to facilitate multi- lands Research Collaborative in the United Kingdom (UK), which was
centre studies. Each study usually includes a steering committee that is formed in 2007. Since this time, the UK has seen a proliferation of
responsible for finalising the study protocol, developing data collection trainee-led networks, which have continued to carry out high-quality
proformas (and usually a data collection portal through websites such research. In the UK, 99% of hospitals providing a General Surgical
as Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap)), and coordinating service have participated in one or more trainee-led collaborative
and mobilising the network of trainees who will ultimately deliver the studies over the past decade.1
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BENEFIT OF COLLABORATIVE STUDIES
is specific to Aotearoa New Zealand. Like STRATA’s previous studies,
Multicentre studies pose a significant challenge, particularly given the it provides opportunities to develop your research and leadership
time and resources required to collect data across multiple hospitals. skills.
Collaborative trainee-led networks provide a vehicle with which to
perform multicentre studies quickly and efficiently. These research Future
networks allow surgical trainees to design, deliver, and disseminate As STRATA grows, and the idea of collaborative research gains momentum in Aotearoa, we aspire to grow in our ambition and scope.
high-quality, multicentre studies.1
The student- and trainee-led collaborative research model pro- Our short-term goal is to get representation from all district health
vides a useful approach to overcoming the hurdles associated with boards in Aotearoa for the studies we conduct, and through this, we
traditional multicentre studies. A networked approach, and the use hope to help develop research infrastructure in peripheral centres
of mini-teams, facilitates the inclusion of a larger number of patients and introduce a regular cycle of research opportunities for students
in less time, which permits greater generalisability compared with sin- and trainees across Aotearoa. Similarly, along with this geographic
gle centre studies, which are often repeated multiple times.2 Such breadth, we hope to get depth by having a diverse array of experiencshared approaches decrease research waste and improve the impact es among the STRATA networks. Students, junior doctors, registrars,
of studies.3 The research benefits gained by trainees, ranging from and fellows all offer unique perspectives, skills, and capacities in which
medical students to senior registrars, is broad, including equipping to conduct collaborative research, and we hope to engage individuthem with practical academic skills and promoting future engagement als at all levels. As STRATA matures, we hope to expand from the
in research. It gives trainees the opportunity to learn skills that include prospective audits we have been conducting to-date, to deliver randata collection, leadership, research ethics, data analysis, manuscript domised controlled trials, to contribute definitive and gold-standard
writing, and publishing. Collaborative projects, in part due to their am- evidence to the surgical literature. In a similar vein, we hope to exbitious scale, also offer collaborators the opportunity to be involved in pand our research networks across specialties, tackle more complex
research questions related to surgery, and expand our international
impactful, meaningful, and practice-changing research.4–6
Collaborative research is published using a single corporate author- collaborations. In particular, STRATA aims to engage and spread this
ship model. The model flattens the hierarchies which are traditionally modality of collaborative research with the Pacific Islands, Australia,
present in publications, and helps incentivise participation in collabora- and other international sites.
tive studies. The success of the network is underpinned by this model,
as it encourages contribution by equally recognising all collaborators Why get involved?
(including data collectors) as citable authors on PubMed.7 This ap- STRATA offers an accessible opportunity to learn more about research, gather practical research skills, and ultimately be recognised
proach recognises that modern research is a team-based endeavour.8
for your efforts and contributions. As STRATA diversifies, we hope to
provide interesting and unique projects that will feed directly back to
What is STRATA?
The first New Zealand (NZ) trainee-led collaborative research net- inform surgical practice. Being involved in such high-quality research
work, Surgical Trainee Research Audit and Trials Aotearoa (STRA- and audits will be a useful asset to collaborators’ curricula vitae, espeTA), was created in 2018, following the success of medical students cially as RACS begins to acknowledge collaborative research contribuand trainees in Aotearoa in contributing to international collabora- tions for their Surgical Education and Training (SET) specialty training
tive studies such as Ileus Management International (IMAGINE), Glo- programmes. However, one of the greatest benefits of collaborative
research is the network of like-minded people you inevitably meet,
balSurg-3, CHOLECOVID, and COVIDSurg Week.9–12
STRATA is supported by Clinical Trials Australia and New Zea- the friends you make, and the proliferation of ideas that can be develland (CTANZ), which is an organisation coordinated by the Royal oped to alter the landscape of the profession we all aspire towards.
Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS). We are developing relationships with trans-Tasman surgical research collaboratives such as How to get involved?
Trials and Audits in Surgery by Medical Students in Australia and New We are constantly on the lookout for enthusiastic medical students,
Zealand (TASMAN), other Australasian collaborative networks, and junior doctors, registrars, and fellows to grow surgical collaborative
international student surgical collaborative groups such as EuroSurg, research in Aotearoa New Zealand. There are many roles and opa pan-European collaborative, and STudent Audit and Research in portunities available within STRATA, and we hope you will contribute
to the development and advancement of collaborative research in
Surgery (STARSurg) in the UK.13
STRATA successfully coordinated its first study, Rural vs Urban Aotearoa New Zealand. More information about STRATA, and our
Risks of Appendicitis Complications (RURAL), between 2019 and mailing list to keep up to date with upcoming surgical collaborative
2020, which was a prospective, multicentre cohort study investigating research opportunities can be found at: https://www.stratacollabothe difference in outcomes of rural vs urban paediatric patients with ration.com/. We are also active on Twitter, a platform through which
appendicitis. The second study conducted by STRATA, Rib Fractures regular study updates and information is disseminated: https://twitter.
in Blunt Thoracic Trauma: New Zealand Management and Outcomes com/STRATA_Collab. If you have any questions, or are interested to
(RiBZ) was a similarly designed study which was completed in mid- learn more, please email us at: info@stratacollaboration.com.
2021. STRATA is focused on delivering high-quality, nationally relevant
studies, and provides an avenue for students and trainees to deliver In summary, STRATA is NZ’s emerging surgical collaborative for medical students and trainees. We hope to be a vessel for high-quality sursurgical research pertinent to Aotearoa.
gical research in Aotearoa New Zealand, and aim to deliver relevant
and practice-changing research. STRATA also aims to empower medCHOLENZ
The third STRATA study is currently running in August to October ical students and trainees, and to advance surgical practice through
2021, and is a prospective observational cohort study investigating collaboration and camaraderie.
variation in the rates of acute, delayed, and elective cholecystectomy
for benign gallbladder disease in NZ. CHOLENZ has been adapted
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INVITED FEATURE: STATISTICS PRIMER

Understanding confidence intervals
and why they are so important
Claire Cameron, Robin Turner, Ari Samaranayaka

Interpretation
Introduction
Back in 1986, a paper came out in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) The correct interpretation of a 95% confidence interval is that we
called “Confidence intervals rather than P values: estimation rather are 95% confident that the true value (also known as the population
than hypothesis testing.”1 That was 35 years ago, and we are (un- parameter) is contained within the interval. What we mean by this is
fortunately) still continuing the same discussion about P values and that if we repeat the sampling in an identical way many times and proconfidence intervals today. We touched on this topic and presented duce confidence intervals using each sample, 95% of these intervals
the American Statistical Association (ASA) statement on P values in would include the true (unknown) population parameter.
It is not correct to say that there is a 95% chance that an interval will
a previous article.2
Now we want to take the opportunity to showcase confidence in- contain the population parameter.4
tervals and shed some light on their meaning and interpretation. In the
1986 paper, the authors say that looking at study findings and categoris- Answering questions with confidence intervals
ing them as statistically significant or not “is not helpful and encourages As mentioned earlier, a confidence interval tells us the size and prelazy thinking.”1 This is because the purpose of most research investiga- cision of the estimate, which is more useful than a P value. The questions in medicine is to determine the size of some measure(s) of interest. tions we could answer using confidence intervals include: What is the
A P value from a hypothesis-test simply attempts to determine whether difference (in proportions) between these two groups? what is the
mean for this population and how does it compare with previously
the size of this measure is statistically significant. Let us explain.
reported means? what is the estimated relative risk? what is the size
of the association between this risk factor and the outcome?” ConfiWhat is a confidence interval?
Most of what we do in biostatistics involves answering a research dence intervals can answer all these questions. Under the hypothesis
question using a sample. A confidence interval gives a measure of testing framework, these questions would become: Is there a differuncertainty or error around an estimated statistic. It is important to ence (in proportions) between these two groups? is the mean for
note that the interval can only reflect the uncertainty that arises from this population different to previously reported means? is the relative
taking a sample from the underlying population (that is, sampling var- risk different from 1? is the risk factor “significantly” related to the
iability). Non-sampling issues such as bias, accuracy of the measures, outcome? These latter questions may feel more comfortable, as we
or generalisability of the result cannot be inferred from a confidence have lived under the P value way of thinking for a long time, however,
we would suggest that these are less useful questions to answer than
interval.3
the first set of questions.
Generally, the confidence interval takes the form:
As an example, in our P value paper,2 we presented an estimate of
statistic ± multiplier × standard error of the statistic.
the height difference for men and women. When we had 1000 people
per group, the difference in mean height (men minus women) was
In this formula, the “statistic” is the estimate from our sample; this is 2.10 cm, with a 95% confidence interval of 1.23 cm to 2.98 cm. This
our best guess at the true value in the population. This statistic could suggests that men in the sample are, on average, taller than women,
be a mean, a proportion, a difference in means, a regression coeffi- because the interval is entirely positive. If we follow the hypothesis
cient, a relative risk, a hazard ratio, and so on. The “multiplier” is a val- testing framework, our finding would be “men and women do not
ue from a particular theoretical distribution (e.g. normal distribution, t have the same mean height.” This latter finding is less informative
distribution); the applicable distribution depends on the type of statis- than the former. When we reduced the sample size to 40 per group,
tic. The value selected from that distribution reflects the “confidence” keeping the same difference (2.10 cm), the confidence interval ranged
that the unknown parameter will lie in the confidence interval. Most from -2.01 cm (women taller than men) to 4.11 cm (men taller than
commonly, we select a value corresponding to 95% confidence (we women). This interval tells us that our data supports a true difference
will come back to what we mean by this). The “standard error of the of between -2.01 cm and 4.11 cm. Women may be taller than men
statistic” represents the variability due to sampling. As shown by the (negative differences) by up to 2.01 cm, or men may be taller than
formula, these intervals are usually symmetrical around the statistic. women (positive differences) by up to 4.11 cm. We can’t rule out the
However, confidence intervals for some measures (e.g. relative risk, possibility that men and women, on average, are the same height (beodds ratio, hazard ratio) are actually estimated on a log scale; there- cause the interval contains 0). If we take a closer look at this interval,
fore, confidence intervals for these measures will not be symmetrical. it is not symmetrical as we would expect; clearly, we have made an
We are interested in what values are contained in the interval and arithmetic error. We wish we could say we planned it to demonstrate
how wide the interval is. Alongside that, we are interested in the a point for this paper, but it was a genuine mistake. The actual interval
magnitude of the statistic (often called the effect size).
should go from -2.01 cm to 6.22 cm. We wanted to highlight this here
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to show how easy it is for mistakes to slip into publications and how,
by thinking about them carefully, you can detect these mistakes.
To further demonstrate the utility of confidence intervals, we turn
to an example from a recent meta-analysis which reports estimates
and confidence intervals from a number of studies.5 This meta-analysis focused on the mean difference in sodium intake using 24-hour
diet recall compared to 24-hour urine collection. For the sake of this
example, let us assume that a difference of 500 mg/day of sodium between the 24-hour diet recall and the 24-hour urine measurements
is the minimum important difference, i.e. differences less than this are
clinically unimportant. Figure 1 shows the results of a subset of six of
the 28 studies that were included in the meta-analysis.

the reasonable range for the unknown population value that our sample supports. We find ourselves, 35 years on, still advocating for the
use of confidence intervals over hypothesis testing, and advocating for
the removal of the term “statistically significant” from the statistical
lexicon. Understanding the meaning of confidence intervals is incredibly useful, both for reporting our own research and for reading the
literature with a critical eye. We hope the readers of this journal will
champion this approach alongside us into the future.
References
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Figure 1. Mean difference in sodium intake and 95% confidence intervals for six
selected studies from McLean et. al.5 The estimated difference was calculated as
the sodium intake using 24-hour urine minus sodium intake using 24-hour diet recall. The dashed line shows the minimum difference that is considered important,
i.e. differences below this are considered clinically unimportant.

In light of what we know about confidence intervals, how should
we interpret the results from these six examples? Study 1 clearly
shows a large, clinically important difference between the measures.
The confidence interval is well above both zero and 500 mg/day. Study
2 has an interval that includes zero and the clinically important difference, so the interval suggests that the measures could be the same
(zero difference) or very different (over 500 mg/day). This interval has
provided an inconclusive result. Study 3 has an entirely negative and
quite narrow interval, suggesting that the urine measure was slightly
less than the 24-hour diet recall measure on average. Whilst the interval does not include zero, indicating that there is a difference in the
measures, the interval in its entirety is smaller than 500 mg/day, so the
small observed difference is unimportant. This result is similar to that
of Study 5, except that the confidence interval of that study is entirely
positive. Those two studies have quite narrow intervals, indicating
the estimates are reasonably precise. Study 4 has a narrow interval
that includes zero. This would suggest that there is no evidence of a
difference between the two measures in this study. Study 6 shows a
wide interval. The interval suggests the true difference may be greater
than zero (and very small) or greater than 500 mg/day (so clinically
important). It is difficult to interpret the importance of the effect,
because the interval is so wide.
Confidence intervals and hypothesis testing are closely related. For
example, if the 95% confidence interval for a difference includes zero,
we know that the P value must be greater than 0.05. This is where
“lazy thinking” can creep in. We must resist the temptation to treat
confidence intervals like hypothesis tests. If we use the interval to say
“the interval does not contain zero, therefore the result is significant”
and vice versa, we feed into the issue of using P values as a yes or no
answer. We then totally overlook the extra information contained
in the confidence interval, including thinking about the importance
of the results clinically. We must take the opportunity to look at the
information in more depth. We should be challenging ourselves to
write and interpret results from studies without using the words “statistically” or “significant.”
In most studies about human health, investigators are interested
in, for example, determining the size of a difference in outcome in
the population between groups, rather than a simple indication of
whether or not they are different. A confidence interval comprises a
range of values, derived using a single sample of data, which tells us
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